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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the internal information management

needs cf a Marine Corps Facilities L %aintenalce D-partment.

The processing of information, and its associated work flow

and reports, is discussed. The Facilities Maintenance

Department is viewed as a Fund Administrator and the infcr-

maticn flow is tied to fiscal management. The conclusion

reached is that current processes are heavily dependent on

manual systems. These manual systems are considered inade-

quate for efficient management of funds and work progress.

Trend informaticn and historical data is difficult to

retrieve and managerial feedback is incomplete and untimely.

Recommendations are made for modernizing these systems usinq

internal ADP support and interfacing the internal system

with Marine Corps-wide systems such as SABES.
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I. INTRODUCON

In recent years, maintenance of facilities has been an

area of increasing interest at all levels of budgetary

control. Stat ion operating funds are reflecting larger

dollar amcunts fcr this purpose. Marine Corps Operations and

maintenance (0SM,MC) appropriations have ccn-ained a grcwing

maintenance floor figure for the upkeep of real property--

from $37,500,000 in FY 1973 to $197,000,000 at the beginning

of FY 1983 [Ref. 1], (Ref. 2], [Ref. 3]. Congressional

concern in this area is implici- in these growing appropria-

tions. It is also a matter of explici- record as pointed

questions are prompted by the growing Backlog of Maintenance

and Repair (BMAR) in Department of Defense (DOD) :

Desp ite Congressicnal direction some years a go tc
contain the backloq of maintenance and repalr (BMAR) a.
the $2,300,00C 000 level, the projected backlog or
fiscal year 1985 is $3,331,000,000. Although the backlog
has becn steadily decreasing cver the last three years,
this has primarily resulte from Congressional action.
(Ref. 4 : p. 68]

The Faci.ity laintenance Department is the operational

entity of a base that repairs and maintains real property

facilities. It is a significant fund administrator (FA)

responsible for managing a significant share of a station's

funds. The fiscal ccnnecticn would seem obvious: the repair

of a leaking roof is scon translatd into dollar-and-cent

figures for material and labor. Yet, this fiscal connection

seems to have been srrangley overlooked outside the specific

comptroller arena.

The construction of new, easier to maintain facili-ties
is a slow, piecemeal process. The norm for a marine Corps

station is to keep older, deteriorating facilities in gcod

*11



.7.7

repair, as these facilities comprise th- bulk of the struc-

tures available. The impact has been growing complexi:y and

workload within the Facility Maintenance Department which is

matched by increasing high echelon attention and pressure to

reduce--or at least stabilize--a growing BMAR.

Like other Federal agencies, the Marine Corps is

pursuing enhanced computer support to accommodate the

growing ccmplexity of its operations. Much of this effort

is being directed toward large scale, high-level systems

with Marine Corps-wide impact. The Joint Uniform Military

Pay System (JUMPS) and Supported Activities Supply Systm

(SASS!) are past examples of such systems. Under current

development are the Marine Corps Standard Supply System

(M3S) and Standard Accounting, Budgeting and Reporting

System (SABRS) . Because of its sweeping fiscal management

impact, SAEES is of particular interest to fund administra-

tors such as the Facility Maintenance Officer. (SABRS will

be discussed periodically in this study. For a short over-
view of the system see Appendix A). SABRS does in fact

intend to provide managerial assistance to the FA level.

However, it fails tc provide all the necessary internal

fiscal management needed by an FA. The need for -his
internal capability, in fact, forms much of the impetus for

this study. To quote some of the replies from a question-

naire [Ref. 51 sent cut at the early stages of this study:

a. Automated troce4ures are critically needed t
contrcl supply/ma terial stock authorized...IAW MCO
4400.15b. MAnual records are currently maintained.

t. Consider PRIME support to be timely and helpful
with regard to accounting functions. Its functicn is a
source of management information is severly lacking.

c. With the quantity and the diversity of "small
business" type hardware on the market today, surely
there must be an easier method of obtaining mini-
computer support short of trying to always consolidate
wi 4 a single larger system t at serves all needs.

12



SABRS will enhance tte flow of data into the overall fiscal

system and will give the FA feedback on his status. It will

not help accumulate the data internally to feed the system.

The Facility Maintenance Officer, like so many FA's, is

using essentially the same manual procedures and files that

have been used for twenty years or more [Ref. 5]. As

complexity and pressure mount, the internal scheduling,

prioritizing, report generation and record keeping are

assuming immense proportions. Hildebrand presents a

synopsis of the problem when he states:

Before an intelligent decision can be made about the
degree of maintenance required for any given area or
equipmert, a maintenance manager must supply current,
accurate data, such as hours operated, - maintenance
costs, and... priority.

Frc, these basic requirements have avolved some
basic d~ta collecting systems. At inception, most
systems nv .lve scme sort of work card which combines
hours machines, and materials. This, followed by
considerable manual posting, yields some cost data.

However, manual systems are handicapped by slow
reaction time, clerical costs, and lack of det al. 
Because these systems tend to be either tco.general or
toc limited in scope, a maintenance manager is continu-
ally bcthered by detail and worry about pertinant infc:-
mation being overlccked (Ref. 6 : p. viii].

Impetus to correct these problems is placed on the Marine

Corps as the Secretary of Defense's guidance to the military

services in developing the fiscal year 1984 budget submis-

sion states [Ref. 4] :

Defense com onents must reverse the decline of the
condi-icn oi their facilities by committing adequate
resources and management attention. Strategies and
programs must be developed and implemented that achieve
Steady improvement through 1988 .... (p. 69).

One resource to be considered in this endeavor is the

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) function. The computer has

tremendous potential for assisting the FA's which are the

13



ultimate resting places of Marine Corps funds. Thei- effi-

cient operation would have direct impact on overall larine

Corps fiscal efficiency.

Because of its size and high visibility, the Facilities

maintenance Department has been singled out for focused

study. However, it is quite possible that the underlying

issues of fund administration and streamlined fiscal manage-

ment would be found to apply to other FA's such as Base

Motor Transport or Messhall operations.

This study will attempt to analyze the internal workings

of a typical Facilities Maintenance Department and identify
the information management requirements. It will then

examine scme alternative methods to enhance the managerial
functions. The study is intsnded to fulfill the first step

in a classic systems development cycle: identification of

the problem and exploration of general techniques tc show

the feasibility cf better methods.

1L4



ii. FcLI!IES AINTENANCE OGA.IZATION 0

A. A "GENEBIC" FACILITIES MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT

It is impossible to describe a typical Facilities

Maintenance Department and accurately reflect every one in

the Marine Corps. The unique requirements and characteris-

tics cf each station necessitate a certain amount of local

"tailoring" in each organization. However, a basic structure

can be delineated which represents the general arrangements

found in each. MCO P11000.7_ (Ref. 7] outlines a "typical"

base facilities maintenance structure. The organization wire

diagrams fcund in Appendix B are taken from that publication

with some slight modificaticns reflecting information gained

during this study. The unique station deviations from this

basic structure are usually minor variations on the theme

for the express purpcse of addressing a local need.

It should also be noted that this basic structure, as

discussed in this study, pertains primarily to the Marine

Corps ground stations vice air stations. The Marine Corps

air staticns are patterned after the facilities maintenance

organizaticn of the U.S. Navy. This is due in part te the

amount of Naval funding of Marine Corps air facilities. The

Navy is responsible for maintaining air-unique facilities

such as navigational aids and these constitute a large part

cf Marine Ccrps air stations. Nevertheless, it car. gener-

ally be said that the internal concerns of facilities

management are the same, regardless of the type of station.

As can be seen f"om Figure B.1, the Facilities

Maintenance Officer is one of several facilities suppcrt

perscnnel whc answer to the Director, Facilitie.s Management.
This Directcr is frequently found in the base G-4 secticn.

15



Some stations commcnly give the Facilities Maintenance

Officer ccgnizance over some of the other functions shcwn,

notably, Family Housing Manager and Natural Resources and

Envircnmertal Affairs Officer. This study will concentrate

on a Facilities Maintenance Department which exists as a

separate entity and reflects the organization of the figures

in Appendix 8.

Figure B.2 depicts the way the Department is usually

divided into four distinct divisions. Each division has

separate, but overlapping functions which are mutually

supportive. (Later chapters will explain the internal work-

ings of these Divisicns in greater datail as their manag-

erial needs are examined.) The diversity of tasks found in

the Facilities Maintenance Department is particularly appa-

rant thrcugh examination of Figure B.6, the Maintenance and

Repair Division. Control, accounting, and paper flow within

each Division, and between separate Divisions, is a complex

arrangement. At the current time it is one marked by manual

and generally antiquated processing.

In developing the idea of a generic Facilities

Maintenance Department for ground stations it is necsssary

to differentiate between "major" and "minor", activities.

Appendix A2 of MCC P11000.7_ [Ref. 7] (reproduced as

Appendix C cf this study) lists all Marine Corps staticns

and their cfficial designation of "major" or "minor" for

facilities maintenance purposes. The designation corresponds
to the size of the station, in terms of real property

account maintained, and the corresponding staff size of the

Facilities Maintenance Department. Besides being a general

size indicator, the designation cf "major" or "minor" also

reflects the local funding approval authority for certain

projects. An example of a major activity would be MCB Camp

Pendletcn while one of a minor activity would be Camp

Elmore. The majority of Marine Corps ground stations, and

16
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vitually all of the air stations, a e classified as major

activities.

B. INTEBNIL DEPIRTHET STRUCTURE

This generic organization provides a springboard for

examining the manager ial concerns of the Facilities

Maintenance Department. A description of the aeneral tasks

of each Division with some comments on the respective fiscal

impacts, will lend focus to the topic under study.

1. AdminisA.Ati_ v.e 2ivision

Is the name implies, this Division (see Figure B.3)

is responsible for matters pertaining to office management.

This work includes "personnel administration; office

services; routing correspondence; maintaining records; and

coordinating budget estimates, workflow, and reports".

[Ref. 7 : p. 2-5] In this Division resides -he Department's

Fiscal Branch, usually under the Statistics Unit. This

Branch prcvides the interface between the Comptroller and

the Department as budgets are formulated. It also monitors

the progress of expenditures and general fund status and

provides other normal accountiLg information for th s
Department's use. It is here the broad base of the internal
fiscal data comes tc a point. This is the most likely .uture

location of the Department's SABRS terminal so that system

can be fed the appropriate data, and where the Facility

Maintenance Officer would go to receive information on

current fiscal s-tatus. This Branch is also where final labor

data is accumulated and entered into the accounting systems.

The Personnel Unit looks after normal perscnnel

administrative matters--primarily in conjunction with civi-

lian labor. An important function is to accumulate such

information as accrued leave, leave expended, promotion and

17



pay scale data, etc., and ensure that this is informaticn is

accurately reported to the fiscal personnel.

The Office Services Unit tends -:o the in-ternal flow

cf paperwork and associated procedures including mail

processing, filing and routing. This Unit also carries out
the Administrative Division Head's rasponsibilities associ-

ated with employee relations, union problems and Equal

Emplcyment Cpportunity matters. Position management, such as

Table of Organizaticn changes or position descriptions are
another concern of this Unit. Finally, this Unit takes care

of Supply and Organizational Property matters. As a point of

interest, supply acccunting has assumed such major propor-

tions that some large installations have formed a separate

Supply/Crganizational Property Unit in -:he Administrative
Division.

2. Cperations Division

This Division (see Figure B.4) can be viewed as a

buffer between the Maintenance and Repair Division and the
cutside world. Its tasks are as described in MCO P11000.7

The OFerations Division is responsible for developinq
long-range maintenance plans; annual and quarterly wcrR
programs; screening and classifying all work requests,
including emergency and s.rvice-type work; inspectina
real prcperty; preparing master weekly work schedules;
hours and materials estimates for job orders;, deter-
mining the need for enqineering advce and assistance;
and requesting the Public Works Officer to arrange for
contractural services. The Operations Division is also
responsible for recommending. work accomplishment by
contract when a facility project exceeds the activity
commander's approval authority or when the scope cf the
work exceeds ih-hcuse capability. [Ref. 7 : p. 2-5].

The fiscal impacts of this Division are quite

involved and numerous. The budget is largely affected by

the labor and material estimates which result from activi-

ties such as facility inspections and work request

processing.' The unfunded portions of these deficLercies

18



ultimately are reflected in the BMAR figure which appears

before Ccngress. After budgeting, the scheduling of work and

processing of requests directly impacts the expenise side of

the fiscal processes.

Wrk entars the Department by written request or, if

an emergency, by phone. The Work Reception and Control Unit

receives these work requests and processes them based on

criteria tied to the corrective effort they require. This

will be discussed in greater letail in later chapters.

The Plans and Programs Unit includes a staff of

Inspectors. It maintains a Long Range Maintenance Plan

(LRMP) covering a 5-year period and a one-year Short Range

Maintenance Plan (SRMP). Based on these, facility inspec-

tions are conducted and necessary work is identified. These

plans are consistent with the station's Master Facilities

Plan which encompasses all aspects of facility use and

potential replacements. The Inspectors of this Unit are not

involved in the inspection of finished work for quality.

Rather, they exist to hold periodic inspections of all

station facilities. Ideally, they are staffed to allow

inspection of every facility at least annually. The goal is

to identify "actual or anticipated specific maintenance or

repair" [Ref. 7] of each facility. Again, this has a direct

impact of the BMAR and on eventual expense of funds. The

Plans and Programs Unit uses the Inspectors' reports to

establish part of the long range and short term planning for

the repartment. They also ensur - plans are consistent with

the staticn's Master Facilities Plan.

The Planning and Estimating Unit prepares the labor

and material estimates for jobs identified by the Inspectors

or by work requests from other activities aboard base. A

large part cf this unit's work is dadicated to project esti-

mates which directly affect initial work costing.

19



Ike Scheduling Unit passes work received along to

the Maintenance and Repair Division. This unit actually

matches each job with the correct work unit and personnel at

the correct time in order to properly handle priorities and

worklcad.

A Contracts Unit is a relatively recent additicn to

the Operations Division. Its addition has been prompted by

the growing role and complexity of contract administration.

Service ccntracts especially are being used more oft-an for

long standing requirements. The administration of these and

other types of contracts has necessitated a centralized

resident expertise.

3. MalntenanD&e and Re__.Ra_ Division

The personnel usually associated with Facilities

Maintenance--the ones who do the physical mainterance and

repair tasks on a given facility--are located in this
Division. As stated in MCO P11000.7:

This division is responsible for maintaining, repairing,
and ccnstructing real property and providing janitorial,
refuse collection and disposal and &-n omolcgical
services. The division also provid-s maintenance, other
than oerator's mainten ance-, for utility systems,
Government-owned internal wire communication systems,
and fire alarm systems. Additioaall , this division
prcvides maintenance, repair, and fa rication services
or personal property. (Ref. 7 : p. 2-6].

Figure B.6 gives an overview of the myriad cf tasks

which this Divisicn must coordinate and respcnd to.

Obviously, the bulk of material and labor expense data

originates in this Division as the assorted jobs are sched-

uled and accomplished.

The Shop Planners arq responsible for

inter-Divisional planning. They may also assist in Work

Center planning. They coordinate the material and equipment

for each job and try to ensure balanced workloads for each

Work Center.
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The Work Centers contain the tradesmen and craft

specialties needed to conduct facility maintenance. These

are the ultimate resting places for work passed on from the

Operaticns Division. The Emergency Work Center has a cross-

secticn of tradesmen representing the most common trades

usually invclved in emergency work; e.g. plumbers, electri-

cians, carpenters. The quantity and mix is -ailored tc the

staticn. They handle "emergency" designated work involving

less than 16 hours estimated completion time. The Craft

Work Centers contain tradesmen grouped by specific craft.

They are involved in the more routine or longer duration

jobs. They may alsc be used to augment the Emergency Work

Center.

From a fiscal view, a crucial aspect of -his

Division is the accuoulaticn of material and labor ccsts.

These must be accounted for by job so each job represents an

accurate cost. The aggregate job data must support the

generalized accounting cf all labor costs and material costs

as these are broken out under their respective summations.

A final note about work centers: many installations,

because cf their wide geographic dispersion, have imple-

men-ed a system of area work centers. These ars located at

the varicus camps and facility centers throughout the base.

For instance, a large base like Camp Pendletcn has seven of

these wcrk centers in places like the Regional medical

Center and the Hornc area which are distantly removed from
the main Facilities Maintenance locale or have frequent

unique demands fcr service. These work centers are primarily

oriented toward quick emergency and service responses of a

small nature. They are staffed with a representative cross-

section of various tradesmen and can be augmented as needed

from the Maintenance and Repair Division which still acts in

a superviscry role just as it does for the other work

LI centers.
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4. Utilities Division

Again, as stated in NCO P11000.7_:

The Ut$1ities Division is responsible for the efficient
operaticn and operator's maintenance of the activity's
utilities systems. This responsibility includes the
operation of nonautcmated Dlants, periodic inspection of

autcated lants and dstrbution' systems, mantaning
and evalua ing operational records, evaluatina perfor-
mance regorts, cccrdinating the scheduling of mainte-nance an overhaul work, ensuring sufficient supplies of
fuels and materials, managirg the utilities conservation
grogram, establishinq and maintaining utilities targets,

ishing of guanti.y data for budgeting and accounting
and the p lanning for future utilitiss support require-
ments. (fef. 7 : p. 2-7].

During the course of operations, the laintenance and

Repair Division may task tradesmen of the various Work

Centers to assist the Utilities Division in repair and

maintenance of the utility systems. The major goal of the

Utilities Division is to "increase production efficiency,

reduce distribution losses, eliminate usage waste and attain

the procurement of utilities at a minimum cost". (Ref. 7]

Figure B.5 depicts this Division which is organized into

self-explanatory system groupings.

In this day cf energy consciousness, this Division

is the one most likely to strike a respondent chord with the

staticn Ccmptroller. A great deal of attention is directed

toward energy usage. with the constant fluctuation of fuel

and energy prices, budgeting for utility usage is becoming

an increasingly difficult endeavor. The precise accounting

for every cent spent on utilities and the reconciliation
with private industry billing is a carefully mcnitored

process. Of the four Divisions withina the Department, this
is the one most likely to reflect at least some automated

sophistication. However, the fiscal accounting for energy

costs is still an essentially manual process conducted in

the Admininstrative Division.
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III. _1jEK !AEOES PROCESSINJ AID RESULTANT IVFORMATICN

Fiscal and managerial information takes many forms and

stems from many sources within the FA's department. At the

root of the Facility Maintenance effort lie the various

types of maintenance and repair jobs. These are the basic

entities that start a series of chain reactions which even-

tually convert jobs to fiscal data. In order to examine the
process, a "typical" job will be traced through the

Department in a representative scenario. At each step of the

processing, the infcrmation generated, the report channels
affected and the work accomplished as a result of this job

will be examined. The emphasis will be on hcw such

processing is accomplished in the "generic" department of

Chapter II. The techniques used are typical throughout the

Marine Ccrps as verified by a questionnaire sampling

(Ref. 5]. Appendix D contains examples of some of the

various forms discussed in this and the next chapter as the

Department's workload is developed.

Before developing this scenario, it IS necessary to

explain the types cf work requests processed by Facilities

Maintenance. Work can be generated as a result of an insp.c-

tor's repcrt after a routine facilities inspection; as a

standing jcb order which covers continual maintenance

requirements (such as grass cutting or janitorial work) or

involves emergency or service work; or as a request for wcrk

received from scme source outside the Department. Some

basic criteria pertaining to the above is as follows:

1. Emergency Work: this is assigned to specific work

centers and involves less than 16 hours of work. An
example would be a leaking pipe. The plumbing shop

would repair cnly the leak. If investigation revealed
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that an entire section of plumbing should be

replaced, the amount of work exceeding 16 hours would

beccze part of a specific job order and placed into

normal planning/prioritization (called scheduling).

2. Service Wcrk: this involves not more than twD work

centers, 16 hours or less labor a.:d not mcre than

$400 to complete. Again, any excess is carried on a

specific job crder.

3. 3pecific Job Crder: this results ±rom a work recuest
4-volving over 16 hours work. These are subjec- to

:z qular scheduling.

4 . Work requests are also received which invclve only

zhe issue of small amounts of material for jobs such

as -hose in the self-help program.

Wcrk enters the Department in the form of a work request

on form NAVFAC 9-11014/20 (see Figure D.1) or by telephone.

Telephone entry is reserved for emeraency work only. For the

purpcse of the study, a NAVFAC 9-11014/20 has been received

tc repair the window sills on a barracks, Building *333.

The sills aze old and warped and are ao longer keeping out

the affects of the weather. The NAVFAC 9-11014/20 has been

received by the Work Reception and Control Unit as of 1200
on 10 January 1983. This is a representative job requirinq

over 16 hours and routine processing. Chapter IV will

qxamine the unique aspects of other job types listei above

along with cther informational considerations which require

study.

As a final note, at each phase of the scenario process,
estimates cn the time for each processing step will be

addressed. These are subjective estimates based cn inmer-
views with the appropriate personnel at the Facilitias

Maintenance Department of MCB Camp Pendleton. The estimates
are included solely as representative information which will

serve as the basis fcr comparatiave analysis later in this
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study. While they are considered reasonable, especially in

light of the experie nce level of the personnel providing

them, actual times will vary from station to station.

A. JOB ENTRY

The Aimilnistrative Divi sion receives -the work request in

the auardmai. and rcutes itct the Work Reception mad

Control Unit off the Operations Div:;siofl. This Unit revie=ws

the request -document fcr administr=a-ivs accuracy to =ensure

that it ccn--ains tte necessary in f orma i on, authorized

sgnatures, et. The request : oggdi, usig a manual

pdngfile consistirg of a card in:,dex. -his records -he

job description, arrival time/date, ap pro val/disapprc val.

data and when/where it is sent during each step cf -h e

processing. in this way, pending jobs can be traced through

the course of their processing. The card Ind-ax is an awkwar-d

methcd resqu:in*g the appropriate card to bs nalltd =v ry

time a wc.-k request movss. Because ofr the sheer v:ii-ime of

jobs, cr:ly the mcst :ec' nt o::eas (h o ss cu=::=ently in
~roesin) ae asly Oerevi lder work reouss wh

may be he ld at varicus locazlons ("Jiscussed !a: er in0 tn s

and following Chapters) ars hardser to b"ocats on, -hi_= card

Ie. As a result, subse-quent snquiries mt i-c -:h= s-tat:us of

in older fob m ay requir:e half-hour or more srsa z

through the card index.

Since it has not beenietfe as one whi-ch has s:mes

uniaue high-level attention, t:his work request is ini-tially

approved fcr further processing by t:he head c f t he W cr k

Rsecticr ard Control DivisionA. If it6- had beesn one needing

special handling, the Opgrations Officer and the Facilities

maintenance Officer would have had personal involvement,

possibly in conjunctior. with the Base Facilitie-s Dir-ector.

If the project had been disapproved, it would have been

returned to the requesting organization with in explanatien.
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Approval includes the assignment of a priority evaluvtcn

This is based on internal policy designed to I den-': y h4.h

priority projects such as those involving safety or erergy W

conservation. It also takes into account ,he raguxestozls

priority consideraticns.

All approved prcjects are given a prezliminary sc:rsnn
by the Plans and Programs (P&P) Supervisor. They are checked

again.-st cthsr palans (such as the szation's Maste,_r Faci-lities

Plan) and ongoing prcjects to -irsurz no confl.icts =exi-snt. A

low pricrity project is ret ainei oy PP Th=.rr -;: -s ie

until 1 the !:acklcg of higher nro-ne : l~azei ~u -
ci.ently tc all.ow it -.o be p=rocess id. ?PP CT'

facilitles wpa..tenanca is acually qu.its lnvolvead ani f-r-

reachinq. It will be discussed '- are dni.in Chac.:?: :V.2

Since tle wi-dow sill proisct_ irnvolvi-rs s-;:~zv ccnz=erva-

ni. cons id-ra t ins it i.s glv=n a xigher pr :o r y :a-::ng

and is fc~wardsd --o the ?la1-n-ig and Esn::ma-.na UP! Jn:

for tte rex- sn-eF in procsssi~g. rh a reira-fil? nct= :

ne~w locaticr an s tatus. a en,:?r a 1y iY &rrivea-

aporoxi matJly 24 hours atrini--a I r:c-=Oti-,n a:'h rk
Rece=pti4c- arC3 Corr:=ol Unit,6. A-: --ais noizn:, tli -: !.b =xi--'--
a NAVFAC 9-11014/20 ar~d as pendi-Ang-fil_-e entri_' s. ItSI

he nctsd that a large installati on such as NCB CimD

Pcndletcr processes eight -to nine thousand of thss: work

riiquests pe: year:. (Ref . 9)

B. PLANNIN~G AND ESTINATING

At PSE, ?ro jects are assIgned :c es-:: mazorS In p:::

sequerce. The estima-ror has experi-anca in a SO.-cific :_rlas;
i.e. plumbinga, carpentry, electrical, atc. A largs Frcj ct

which would involve more than one -,irk csn-ner is broksen Icwn

w;ith a Phased Worksheet and eache~~ac deal-- w--; --- 4he

phase unique to hi-s area of xprtse Th-? ?hased WcrKsneeat
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also _eflEc--s -he chrcnolcgical phas,-s nrezde for a lzz. 7c:

example, a concrete job may require carpenter work fi, to

build forms, followed by concrete pouring. Each phas- is

estimated separately.

The window sill repair job involves only ons craft:

carpentry. If it had originated with the Department

Inspectors, the work request would have included a detailed

inspection write-up. Since it did not, the estimator

performs an on-site inspection and prepares a Job Order (JO)

form. At this point, duplicated work requests would normally

become apparant for the first time. If the window sills had

already been repaired on another work tequest, that fact is

usually noted by someone remembering such work already icne

or by the on-site inspection. Because the pending-file card
index system is so awkward, efficient referral to old jobs

is not always possible. If duplication is noted or remem-

bered, the facility history file is checked for old work
requests to find out when the first one was dons.

The JC represents the first step the work request takes

in its transition to fiscal data. Using the DOD Engineering

Performance Standards (EPS), the estimator prepares a labor

estimate for the work. Then a materials estimate is

prepared. For material costs, the estimator turns to the

base Shop Stores Catalog first. If the items are not there,

a voluminous collection ot 'endor catalogs or phone contacts
are used. After estimatinq the materials needed, a Bill of

Materials (BOM) is prepared which will later be used by the

Administrative Divisicn's Supply personnel.
In their present version, the EPS are found in a coliec-

tion of a dozen three- ring binders, each one-half to two

inches thick. The estimator looks through these for the
standards for each kind of job. The EPS is maintained by the

Naval Facil'ties Engineering Command (NAVFACENGCOM) for DOD.

They are subject to constant review and updating. (Ref. 8)
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A sample page is included as Figure D.2. Each aspect of

job has a related EPS labor estimate.

Material estimates are based on experience and general

trade engineering criteria. They are figured for each item

of material for the job--from paint to nails--using esti-

mator work sheets and desktop calculators.

This JO has taken eight manhours to prepare--ircluding

on-site review and desktop workup (these and other labor

times for general processing of a work request are charged

against Department overhead rather than the job itself). At

this time, it reflects an estimated cost in labor and

material. This JO is now referred to as a Specific Job Crder

as differentiated frcm Emergency/Service jobs which require

less than 16 hours labor. It is now reviewed by the P&E

Supervisor, who checks it for accuracy, and it is sent to

the Operations Officer for rsview. [Ref. 10]

C. OPERITICNS

Upon arrival at the Operations Officer's desk, the

pending-file is updated showing the JO location. The

Operations Cfficer reviews the JO, noting first the total

estimated costs. If under a certain amount (at this instal-

laticn, $2500) and of a routine nature, the Cperations

Cfficer approves it and authorizes matsrial to be criered.

The window sill job has been estimated to cost S3500.

Therefore, since it exceeds $2500, it is forwarded to the

Facilities maintenance Officer for approval. The pending-

file is again updated to reflect its current status. Routine

JO's usually are hatched and sent to the Facilities

Maintenance Officer two or three times a day. They come back

the next day. High priority jobs, regardless of cost, also
go to :he Facility Maintenance Officer since these could

require the ork Centers to halt some lower priority job in
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crder to do this work. Sensitive jobs are hand carried for

proaptness.

The routine window sill job is approved and sent back to

the Cperations Officer. Its status is enter"-d in the

pending-file card index and it is sent to the Administrative

Division's Fiscal Branch where it receives a Job Order

Number (JCN) and general accounting data.

D. FISCAL

The Fiscal Branch is part of the Statistics Unit of the

Administrative Division. Here, the Specific JO first begins

to interface with the accounting and budgeting systems.

The JO receives a unique JON which then becomes its

primary identifier in the fiscal system. It also receives an

internal control number to helo in tracking its progrsss.

The control number has data indicating the type cf work

involved (i.e. repair, maintenance, construction) and the

type of funds, by functional category, to be used as a

result (e.g. "N-i" for repair and maintenance).

The JO receives coded data indicating ins functional

category code (FCC) , its cost account code (CAC) , and its

element of expense (EE). The FCC designates what function

the expense will support: i.a. is it an Administrative cost;

fo: mission operations; supply operations; etc. The CAC

provides more detail in regards to the actual end use of the

purchased resources, in particular, the type of facility
they will be applied to. The EE describes the actual

resources that are to used; i.e., civilian labor, military

labor, supplies, etc. [Ref. 11] For the window sill

project, the code would show M-1 (the FCC for repair), 7170

(the CAC for a barracks) , and U (the EZ for civilian labor).
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This JO also receives a work generator (or labor class)

code, and a work center coda (WCC). The WCC giv.s the

unique code of the actual work center doing the job. The

Work Generator Code is used only for JO's authorizing tasks

for the Maintenance and Repair Division personnel. This code

identifies productive labor (e.g., emergency work, service

work, job czder work) and overhead labor (e.g., administra-

tive ani clerical work, supervision, etc.) which is expended

by this Division directly on this job. Because it is a

Specific JO, the window sill job's labor class code is 05.

Its WCC is 40 for Building Trades Unit. These codes prcvide

a numerical methcd of using automated systems to gather data

about specific JON's [Ref. 7].

These codes are manually en--ered on the JO form. It is

then returned to the Operations Unit. After being signed, a

copy comes back to Fiscal to be loaded into the Facility

maintenance management Report (FM MR) System which is

discussed in Chapter VIII. The data is typed in on a

"Scandata" terminal which is used to provide input to the

PRIME accounting system. The Base Comptroller Office also

receives a copy which prompts it to enter the JON and its

accompanying data into the general accounting portion of the

PRIME system. (The PRIME system will be discussed in more

detail ir Chapter VI). Processing at the Fiscal Branch

takes "a few minutes" to enter the codes on the JO and to

manually enter the data into a log book which records all

JON's. [Ref. 12]

E. BICK TO OPERATIONS

When the JO is received back at Operations (usually the

next day after being sent tc fiscal) , it is forwarded tc the

Scheduler. The pending-file card index again is updated. The

job is then entered cn a large status board recording JCN,
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project description, status (hold, ready, working), whether

material is ordered and when, etc. At this time material is

ordered for the job and it is put in a hold status until

material receipt. The Scheduler uses a quarterly schedule to

determine the most likely date when the job can be scheduled

based on the potential availability of shop labor. He then

assigns a Required Delivery Date (RDD) and sends the BON to

the Department's Supply Branch.

F. MATERIkL ORDERING

Material is ordered with the BO prepared by P&E. The

BOX is ccmprised of several sheets of paper, one sheet for

each item being ordered. The window sill project would have

a sheet fcr lumber, one for nails, one for caulking, and one

for paint. Each sheet has the JON and the item description

needed.

At Supply, the BCM receives a document number and a file

is opened for the JO. A document date is entered, usually

one a few days in the future to allow for processing time

lags, and the BOM is sent to the main base supply system.

The 29M is received first at Shop Stores where an inven-

tory cf certain items is held. It is processed there tc see

what items can be filled cut of that inventory. In this

case, Shop Stores has the nails and caulking but not the

lumber and paint. These unfilled items are sent to the

Direct Support Stock Control (DSSC) center where they find

their way to the Tech and Research Department. At this

point, the items are researched and a decision made to order

material frcm within the Federal supply system (e.g. GSA

catalog) or through open purchase with a commercial vendor.

The installation supply department enters the JON into

the PRIME system. There it exists as an open job order and

funds are committed for the purchase of the material. The
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funds are not actually expended against the JON until the

bills have cleared the Comptroller for payment. When

expensed, the PRIME entries are made against the JON by the

base acccunting office.

As the material fcr a Job is received, it is delivered

to the station Shop Stores. Each item is identified with its

specific JO using the document numbers of the BOM and the

JON. Shop Stores forwards a Receipt of Materials nctice to

the Facility Maintenance Department's Supply office. As each

of these is received, the supply clerk circles the appli-

cable document number in that JO's file. When notice of the

final item is entered, a receipt is forwarded to Scheduling
notifying that Unit ¢f material availability. This receipt

contains the date, JCN, the date the BOM was completed and

the Required Delivery Date (RDD) which had been established

for delivery. This is usually forwarded to Scheduling the

same day it is received. [Ref. 13]

G. BACK TO SHIEDULING

Upon notice that all materials are available, Scheduling

notifies the Shop which will be involved in the job. That

Shop sends someone to Shop Stores with a copy of the BUM.

The materials are inventoried. Quantity and type/quality

needed are verified. if the type or quality is not correct,

an effort is made through the supply system to exchange the

materials fcr the prcper ones. If this is not possible, or

if other pzoblems are encountered iz may be necessary to

prepare a new BOM fcr the unacceptable items and return it

through the supply processing as in the original BOM.

Once all material has been verified, the status board is

changed to reflect that the job is In a ready" state. The

Scheduler has a quarterly schedule showing the jobs pending

that are planned for work during the next three months. As
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these are worked, new ones are added. Others may be

"slipped" back until labor can be scheduled. Once a week,

the Scheduler provides the Shop Planners with he jcbs

needing work using rough lists prepared off the status board

and informal discussion. This is done based on priority and

informaticn that the Scheduler has concerning the available

labor hcurs of each shop: information which can be deter-

mined from the currently working job Icad at each shop. By

Thursday the next week, the jobs to be done for the upccming

week (starting the next Monday) have been identified. An

cLgoing exchange of information has occured in the interim

between the Scheduler and the Shop Planners to arrive at

this point.

On Thursday afternoon, the Scheduler holds a weekly

planning meeting. Present are the head of Operations, head

cf the Maintenance and Repair Division, and each of the Shop

Planners. The Scheduler addresses each job which has been

tentatively identified as being part of the upcoming waek's

schedule. Each shop which has labor involved verifies that

the jcb can be handled that week with the available labor.

If a given job should require labor from more than one shop,

Scheduling will have assigned a "lead shop": usually the ene

with the most labor involved. This shop's planner will

address the number cf labor hours and the dates they are

required frcm the other shops in order for work to progress

in the necessary phases. In this way, the week's jobs are

verified and final adjustments or work substitutions are

made.

After manual processing, discussion and negotiation, a

schedule is worked out for the upcoming week beginning the
Monday after the meeting. The window sill job has now been

tack at the Scheduler, with materials on hand, for two weeks

before being scheduled. The Scheduler now prepares a

Master/Day Schedule (commonly called a "long form") (Figure
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D.3) for each shop. This shows the upcoming week's JO's

assigned to that shcp. A master schedule for the endire

Department is also prepared showing which shops are working

each JO at a given time and date. The Scheduler files the
work request form in the Scheduling office. The JO form and

the "long form" are passed to the Shop Planners and the

pending-file card index is updated. The paperwork involved

requires a weekly effcrt of two to three hours. The weekly

planning meetings require an additional one or two hours per

attendee.
If a higher priority job can aot be scheduled during a

certain week because of labor constraints, a lower pricrity
cne may be scheduled in crder to keep a certain shop's

personnel from being idle. The high priority job would then

he reconsidered the fcllowing week. (Ref. 14], [Ref. 15]

H. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

At Maintenance and Repair (&R), the JO is filed if the

D.visicn's main office as a wcrking job. A copy is passed to

the applicable Shop Planner along with the "long form". The

"long form" is used to keep a running total of the material

and labcr expended cn the job for the week. For jcbs

involving more than cne shop, the lead shop has the addi-
tional respcnsibility of coordina-:ing with the other shops

and ensuring accurate collection of the job data.

Each shcp has an individual designated as a "materials

expediter". This person's first job, upon receipt of a newly

schedul-d JC, is to draw the "preparation 3aterials" which

will he needed as sccn as a work crew starts work. 'Thes.

materials are drawn from Shop Stores one or two days before

actual ccmmercement cf work. They are moved to the Facility

Maintenance Department's lot and are ready for the work crew

to transport to the work site as needed. After this initial
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issue, the leader of the work crew notifis the mate-ial

expediter as more materials are needed. For the window sills

project, the nails and lumber for the first few days are

drawn.

On Monday morning, the initial materials are lcaded and

work begins. It is Fossible that the work crew leader may

notice a needed change in work scope as the job progresses.

For instance, the window sills project may require a glass

crew tecause of the number of broken windows. Hopefully,

this had been noticed early while P&E was conducting the

on-site inspection. However, the nature of some jobs

precludes such knowledge until work begins.

If work scope changes, the shop that notes the changed

requiremerts must prepare a JO amendment for another shop.

If it is a minor amendment, an effort to amend -he c-her

shop's schedule and to quickly secure materials will be

made. A large amendment may cause the JO to be returned to

Scheduling. There it reenters a hold state waiting materials

c" a ready state waiting for affected shops to schedule

labor. It could even require a new PSE effort.

As wcrk progresses, material is drawn until depleted and

the job is finished. For fiscal purposes, at this stage

material has been issued, funds obligated and invoices are

being processed to expense the items. This has been reccrded

in the PRISE sytem. The Shop's concern with material amounts

for the JO is simply to draw that which has been ordered,

use it on the job and later report any excesses.

Labor is accumulated daily as the work crew leader fills

out the labor timecards at the end of each work day. These

are 3" X 6" computer cards filled out manually. They reflect

the labcr hours expended and the JON they apply to. These

are turned in to the Shop timekeeper. The Shop Planner

enters the labor breakdown on the "long form" showing the

labor for each JO.
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On Mcnday of each week, the Shop timekeeper Aakes all

the timecards for the preceeding week and goes to the Fiscal

office. There the timekeeper keys the data onto the

Department's Scandata terminal. This enters the labor into

the PRIME system where it is recorded against the JON. The

PRIME system generates a monthly labor report and a periodic

laster Jcb Crder Number (MJON) report (the actual schedules

for tLese reports may vary depending on the base Accounting

Department's requirements) The labor report shows total

labor expended by each FA. The periodic MJON report shows

closed and outstanding JON's with the materials (entered by

supply and Comptroller personnel) and labor (entered by the

shop timekeepers) attributed to that JON.

When the job has been finished--i.e., all the window

sills have been repaired in Building #333--the JO is closed

out by the Shop Planner. The documents pertaining to the job

are returned to the Scheduler with the totals in labor and

material expended against the job. [Ref. 15]

I. BICK T0 SCHEDULING

At Scheduling, the actual labor and materials used for

the jcb are compared to the estimated amounts originally

prepared by P&E. Initially, only labor can b4 checked as it
is reported on the "long form" in terms of actual labor

used. material simply shows as the amount ordered and

assigned to the JO when received at Shop Stores. Sixty to

ninety days after Fiscal reports a job closeout, the FMMR
system will generate a Report #3 showing actual materials

and labcr as compared to the amounts estimated. The

Scheduler uses the Report #3 to note variances plus or minus

10 per cent. These prompt a variance report to a monthly

meeting of the variance rev iew committee. This committee is

composc.d cf the head cf the Maintenance and Repair Division,
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the head of P&E and the Facilities Maintenance Officer. he

committee attempts tc clarify the reasons for the variances

and whether managerial actions should be taken to preclude

their recurrence. If a labor estimate is judged to have

resulted from faulty EPS estimates, this fact is reported to

NAVFACENGCOM and is considered during the ongcing EPS review

and update process.

The JC is closed out by Scheduling and ssnt back tc the

Departmert's Fiscal Branch. A copy is retained in Scheduling

and the original work request, together with the JO fcrm, is

sent to P6P. There the documents are entered into Building

#333's facility history file. Once each mon--h, a "Completed

Job Order" list is sent by Scheduling to Base Cos.

Accounting. There PRIME system entries are made recording JO

closure.

J. BACK TO FISCAL

As the work was progressing, Fiscal was receiving

periodic tJCN reports showing it as an open JON. Materials

and labor were being charged to this JON from the processing

previously discussed. The closed JO is now checked. against

the IJON repcrts to reconcile totals. Once the last material

bill is paid, the AJON should show the JON with final

figures as a closed JO. Fiscal then sends notice to the

Work Reception and Control Unit of the final closeout. The

appropriate index card which has tracked this work request

in the pending-file is pulled and placed in a closed file.

K. BACK TO SUPPLY

If excess materials are left from the job, Supply Branch

is notified by Scheduling. Minor items wit.h high usage,

such as nails, nuts, bolts, caulking, etc., may be retained

at Faci'.ities maintenance for future use as needed. More
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significant items are returned to the Base Supply perscnnsl.

If they gc to Shop Stores, a credit is issued to the

Department against the Facilities laintenance O&.1 funds. If

the credit occurred in the same fiscal year as the original

JON, the credit will be reflected against that JON in -he

subsequent material accounting of the PRIME system. This

informaticn may not always find its way back to the facility
history file. If fiscal years have changed, a new JON may be

used to return the material. Generally, these excess mater-

ials do not cause a reduction of the final material costs

reflected against a specific JO. This often results in

inflated final JO costs, the magnitude depending on the

original materials estima te. If purchased through the
Federal Supply system, an effort is made by supply to return

it. If an open purchase item, it is sent to the Defense

Property Disposal Office and the US Treasury generally

receives any funds generated from the material's final

disposition.

L. SUMMIBY

This Chapter has followed a work regue st of a type that

makes up a large part of the Facilities Maintenance

Department's workload. This type of request by no means

represents ill the mcrk and information processing of the

Department as following chapters will discuss. The intent

has been to show the complicated and time consuming methods

used in many Marine Corps Facilities Maintenance

Departments.

It should be noted that, excluding supply lead times and

job performance time (factors largely independent of

internal Department processing), it s-till requires approxi-

marly 26 days for a job to be processed as shown in Table I.

Most of the labor involved in these times is ir ec
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TABLE I

Work Request Processing Times

Work Reception to E&E 1 day
PSE Work 1 day
P&E to Qperaticns to Fac. Maint. Officer 1 day
Fac. Maint. Officer to Operations to Fiscal 1 day I
Fiscal to Operatiors 1 dayI
Operations to Scheduling 1/2 day I
Scbeduling to Supli n/2 day
Supply to System Enlry3 days

(material Is ordered and delivery I
leadtimes are incurred)

Sutply to Scheduling 1/2 day
So eduling to aint. &o Reair Division 14 days I
(work rogresses to comp ltion)

Mairt. . Reair to Scheduling 1 day
Scheduling _o Fiscal i day

total: 25 1/2 daysl

Department overhead. This table reflects an optimistic

situaticn where a jcb is never detained because of higher

priorities or other problems. It also does not reflect the

manhours incurred when several people are involved in a

specific step or the time consuming aspects of simply

finding and pulling the card from the pending-file at each

step.

The prccessing descri bed in this Chapter chvicusly

involves a great deal of manual handling. Automated methcds

could help reduce soze of this, although some would still be

necessary. There are also many instances where information

tracking and retrieval would be greatly assisted through

automation. Of particular ccncern are the disjointed methcds

of charging costs to JO's and the time lags biilt into the

reporting systems. Timely Department fiscal status is diffi-

cult to attain and its accuracy suspect until final close-
outs. These topics will be further addressed in later

Chapters when other informaticnal needs, and some r-ecommen-

daticns tcward fulfilling them, will be discussed.
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IV. L_ .2S AND PROGRAMS UNIT

The repartuent's P&P Unit and its inspectors were

menticn d in Chapter III as being one source of the work

requests entering the Department. The role of this Unit is

actually much more far-reaching and involved than the occa-

sional generation of a work request. This Unit has a central

role in consolidating and forecasting the installation's

facility maintenance needs.

The primary "Maintenance Policy" established by MCO

P11000.7_ (Ref. 7 : p. 3-3] states:

The basic work unit for Marine Corps facilities mainte-

nance crganiza-tions is the specific job order which is:

a. Identified by a continuous inspection program

b. Generated by a lcng-rang. maintenance plan

c. Estimated, utilizing EPS's

d. Master scheduled

Any "other work" (i.e. emergency/service or custcmer-

generated) is to be fully justi iad on a "cost-

effectiveness" basis.

While this policy may not accurately reflect the "real
world" of facilities maintenance, its intention is a valid

cne and is at the root of the long range planning and

inspection program: it "facilitates control and feedback".

[Ref. 7]

A. INSPECTIONS IND THE BAR

iCO P11000.7_ requires an annual inspection of each

facility. The inspector visits each facility armed with

knowledge of its age, life expectancy, and possibly some
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reported repair trends. A detailed inspection of -he

facility is held and includes interviews with the local

occupants. An inspection report is then generated to th. P&P

Supervisor. If certain aspects require prompt attention--

such as the need for new window sills--the irspector may be

directed to prepare a work request for P&E. Otherwise, the

results of these inspections find their way into the Long

Range Maintenance Plan (LRMP). This is a five-year plan

predicting the upcoming maintenance work for the station. It

has a direct fiscal impact and enters into thr budget

process which will be discussed in Chapter VI. It is the

LRP which provides some of the basic data concerning how

much maintenance money will be required in the outyears.

From this p!an evolves the Short Range Maintenance Plan

(SRSP) - kncwn usually as the "one-year plan".

The SRMP outlines what should be dons in a given fiscal

ysar in order to properly maintain the base facilites. A

roof identified in FY78 as approaching its life-expectancy

in FY83 would appear in the FY83 SRNP. It should be noted
that facilities, and facility components, have established

life-expectancies based on the engineer standards associated

with their material, construction type, weather factors,

etc. It is therefore relatively easy to Identify a roof that

should be resurfaced before it begins to leak. As a result,

the Maintenance Policy is inended to preclude constant

reaction to events that have already occurred by providing a
means cf preventing them in the first place. This is

supposed to be a natural result of the inspection and plan-

ning prccess. Theoretically, if all worked as intended, work
requests from outside the Department would be only for rare

emergencies cr new ccnstruction. All the repair and mainte-

nance work would come from the LRMP by way of the SRMP and

the inspectcrs.
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Unfortunately, this is not a "real world" situaticn.

ILspectors frequently cannot keep up w..rh the inspsc- ion

schedule and may, in their rush, miss some work that needs

to be done. In addition, past funding levels were insuffi-

cient to accomplish all the work identified on the SRMP.

When these factcrs were added to the growing age of the

plant acccunt, repair and maintenance requirements gradually

got ahead of the ability to schedule and fund them in a

given year. As a natural result, only pressing work of a

high pricrity--e.g. the roof that actually w leaking-

began to dcminate the weekly and quarterly schedules and

this situation continues. There simply are not enough

resources left for t1e roof that soon m-iht leak. (Ref. 16]

Congress has endeavored to correct this problem with the

growing maintenance floor allocations mentioned in Chapter I

but the EaAR has continued to grow at a rate faster than

funding can arrest.

The situation today is that much of the BMAR =sts in
the SRMP projects. The Department expends so many

resources--labor and funds--reacting to high priorities and

emergency work that the SRMP proj-acts actually accomplished

are very few. Those left over each fiscal y-ar fuel the

growing BMAR.

B. P&P PROCESING

All projects ente ring the Facilities maintenance

Department pass over the P&P Supervisor's desk. As noted in
Chapter III, they are given a preliminary screening for

redundancy with other projects aboard the base. The P&P Unit
maintains lists of known contract work--both in-hcuse and

from Public Works--as well as other future projects. ,e of

these may be ccntai.ed on the station's Master Facilities

Plan, a ccpy of which is provided by Public Works. The work
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requests being screened may be for work that is already

included in these efforts.

The PSP Unit also maintains a huge manual file of

projects with low priority which have not been scheduled.

Any information concerning these projects must result from

manual screening. For example, a guestion such as "how much

money is needed for roof repairs next year" would necessi-

tate a manual lookup and calculator exercise. If Scheduling

requires a project tc fill in because high priorities cannot

he scheduled (i.e., they are awaiting labor or material) a
physical review of the file is made to identify one meeting

Scheduling's needs--and hopefully one tha- is of higher

priority than the rest at P&P.

The huge facility history file discussed in Chapter III

is also maintained by the P&P Unit. This file contains a

master record for each base facility. At Camp Pendleton

these total almost 3000 physical file folders on a large

revolving drum built into a wall. Each file has information

on a facility including its construction date, intitia!

cost, majcr renovations, annual inspection reports and other

general historical data. It also -has "work accomplished" and

"non-acccuplished" sections. "Work accomplished" is the

section which is the final resting place of all the JO's for

that facility. "Non-accomplished" includes those jobs on the

SRMP which require attention. This would seem the logical

starting pcint of those work requests submitted to

Scheduling from PSP. However, the file is so awkward that

the ESP Supervisor actually keeps thsse separately filed.

Emergency/Service work and trend data rarely find their way

into this file and would likely be irretrievable if they

did. In general, this file serves to provide a scurce to

look up specific data concerning a unique building which has

been separately singled cut because of some particular need.
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C. THE BEiAR

The Eacklog of Maintenance and Repair (BMAR) Report is

prepared by the P&P Unit. As previously discussed, the BMAR

is a highly visible figure before Congress. At the end of

each fiscal year, the base prepares a NAVMC form 11040

(Figure D.5). This form lists all the maintenance and repair

that rerains a firm requirement but could not be acccm-

plished due to a lack of resources. Essentially, this form

should reflect all the unaccomplished work on the SRMP plus

newly identified, low priority, work requests which P&P has

accumulated through the year.

All of these projects are manually listed off the files

maintained by the P&P Supervisor. For each project, infcrma-
tion is listed describing the work, type of facility,

whether it is repair or maintenance work, how often the

project has been submitted and its estimated costs. These

costs, when totalled, represent local BMAR. At Headquarters

Marine Corps (HQMC) they are totalled for all activities to

represent total Marine Corps BMAR. This figure then becomes
a prime factor in subsequent budgeting efforts. It also has

a large impact on what Congress subsequently designates as a
maintenance floor.

on 10 October each year, the BMAR Report and the

Projects Plan Report are due to HQMC. The Projects Plan

report is closely tied to the BMAR. It reflects those major

repair projects that are estimated to exceed local approval

authority limits for funding. These are submitted to HQMC

for funding consideration. The reports list all projects

regardless of funding constraints. They are submitted for

the current fiscal year and for the follow-on fiscal year

and represent the ideal situation. The actual accomplish-

ments that result are determined by the actual fund amounts

provided to each station. These reports, together with a
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HQ[C evaluation on relative priorities throughout t.e Marine

Corps, impact on how much of the maintenance floor is even-

tually budgeted to given stations.

Preparation cf these reports is a heavily manual effort

requiring a great deal of phyical record screening. Last

year, (for the FY83 report process) Camp Pendleton's P&P

Unit used hundreds of manhours to assembl, reports

reflecting a $32,000,000 BMAR. This year's report (to be
reported fcr FY84) is currently estimated to 1e near

$62,000,000. [Ref. 16]

The report preparation process begins in June or July.
However, it is not until the closing days of September
before a staticn actually knows what projects will be

finally reported. Scheduling, contracting, final fund
programring - all can impact by causing last minute changes
to work actually accomplished. As a result, the last few

days of September and first few of Octobe_ are marked by

long hours and occasional labcr overtime as the projects ars

identified, listed and typed in proper formats. This manual
effort must be accomplished in time to meet the 10 October

delivery date at HQMC.
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V_ oXMIR INNILAIL l EROC§S$ING

Chapter III discussed only one aspect of the Facility

Maintenance Department's information processing: the work

request. While this accounts for a large part of the

* Department's workload, many other processes are occuring

concurrently. These also generate information management

needs and have associated fiscal impacts. Although a certain

amount of overlap and interaction between Divisions must

occur, these additicnal concerns will be presented from the
v.ew of the Division having primary cognizance.

A. OPEBITICNS DIVISICN

This Division is central to most of the information and

fiscal requir ements of the Department. The Units of the

Operations Division generally initiate and terminate the

processes which produce the Department's main end product:

work cn facilities. Much of the work of the other Divisicns

occurs as a direct result of what happens in Operations or

in support of that effort. Therefore, Opera-.ons wil ' be

examined first.

1. F nnin q and Estimaltin_

The work of the estimators has been essentially

discussed in Chapter III. Their involvement with a given

project does not vary too much regardless of the project's

origin nor does the eventual end-product of their efforts:
the Job Crders, Bills of Materials and resource estimates.
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2. Ccntract Administration

Many Departments utilize contracts to accomplish

certain kinds of recurring cr long term work. The main rati-

cnale behind this effcrt is to reduce the strain on locally

available labor hours. Also, certain wcrk requires special-

ized equipment cr specific, long term supervision. This

lends itself toward more efficient completion by a commer-

cial ccmpany whose business is specialized in that area.

Service contracts such as lawn mowing, inspsc of water

backflcw preventcrs or disposal of old POL accomplish the

type cf constant, recurring work which would be a strain or.

the Department's labor pool. Repair of a large stretch of

asphalt rcad is often done by a company with the equipment

and supervisory personnel to do the job quickly and effi-

ciently. Also, it is often more efficient and cost-effective

to perform some maintenance jobs as a large, blocked project

rather than piecemeal, one building at a time. Many bases

contract to paint large blocks of buildings for this reascn.

Icst contract administration is conducted at the

Base Public Works office. They handle nearly all aspects of

the large scals, technical jobs. They also provide for the

administratcn of the smaller service contracts or routine

jobs in areas of advertising and bid opening. Those
contracts which impact on the traditional Facilities

Maintenance Department work are increasingly controlled,

after award, by the Department itself. The Contracts Branch

has a staff of inspectors who inspect on-going wcrk and

approve its ccmpletion. Projects are identified for

contracting ifter review by the Facilities Maintenance

Officer. The basic criteria is whether funding is available

while labor is not.
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Cnce a job is so identified, the Operations Division

must prepare detailed work descriptions and specifications.

The P&P Unit's inspectors usually are involved in the esti-

mates for cost and materials. Funding can derive frcm the

local maintenance flccr, from other base O&M,MC accounts or

from HQMC. Internal maintenance floor funds are provided as

for any cther job. Base funds from the Comptroller usually

involve negotiation and cummand priority decisions, espe-

cially if the funds must be reprogrammed from some ctber

base activity. These funds are forwarded from Department's

Fiscal Branch to the Public works office where the actual

contract invoices are paid.

HQMC funds are applied for if the job entails a

major repair costing over $75,OO (for a ma jor

activity--S2000 for a minor activity) or if a maintenance

project is of a magnitude that would strain the local

budget. Mcst HQMC projects are administered and inspected

by Public Wcrks. The bulk of these projects come from the

annual Projects Plan discussed in Chapter IV.

The Contracts Branch provides the Fiscal Branch with

the preliminary work estimates for a given contract. The

Fiscal Branch then forwards this fund amount to Public

Works. Public Works actually ensures the contractor is paid.

Meanwhile, the Contracts Branch receives copies of the

amounts paid and compares these to the estimated amount as a

means of controlling fund status. The Branch maintains a

status board of on-going contracts as well as a series of

ledgers and log books.

When a contract is completed, it is logged as being

closed out. Copies cf all work documents are sent to P&P.

There, the data applicable to projects on the SRMP is noted.
Any work involving a facility is filed in the facility
history file. [Hef. 17]
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3. Construction

Ccnstruction, (or "new work") projects can be viewed

as separate entities. "Construction" deals exclusively with

renovaticn or alteration cf existing facilities or creation

of totally new facilities. Generally, if a project results

in a new entity, or a change in the configuration/use of an

old entity, it is a construction project as opposed to a

maintenance or repair project.

Construction involves its own set of requla':ions and

fiscal ccnstraints. Large construction projects of entire

new facilities usually are treated as separate line items of

the Military Construction Appropriation. These are closely

contrclled by Congress. HQMC approves ani funds minor

construction involving projects under $200,000 each. Those

under $50,OCO, for major activities, or $2000, fcr minor

activities, are controlled and funded at the activity level

These derive their funding from the maintenance floor. 6% of
the local floor can be used for minor construction each

year.

A minor construction project does not count against

the annual EMAR. It also is not a matter of concern during

the annual inspection cycles. Generally, any minor construc-

tion accomplished eats into the primary purpose of the

maintenance floor which is to repair and maintain the

existing plant account. As a result, construction projects

are carefully controlled and approved only for projects:

required to acgomplish the assiqned mission or
changes theeto tc improvs operating efficiency, and tc
meet nat4cnal/iocal health, safeay environmental,
natural resources and energy s-andards/goals....
[Ref. 18 : p. 3-4].

Usually, each base has a minor construction committee which

meets and reviews local projects for consideration and

approval.
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Aside from the fiscal requirement to fund -hess

projects with FCC "R" funds (vice "M" funds for maintenancP

and repair) the processing of minor construction projects is

the same as for repair projects. The unique nature3 of the

work does require a separate control and identification

r-squirement as these projects are planned, processed and

filed.

4. Self-Help. Projects

Cuoting MCO r11000.7:

Within the policy limitations...military personnel may
maintain and repalr barracks recreational facilities,
and grcunds designated fcr their use. Th. term self-
help is applied to such labor services as differentiated
from services performed by military personnel perma-
nently assigned or temporarily detailed to the
Facilties 3aintenance Department.

The self-help program is limited to those types of.tasks
normally undertaken by a prudent homeowner usina minimum
craft skills and simple handtools (Ref. 7 : p.1-7].

Self-help projects are usually handled outside the

mainstream of normal facilities work. While an individual

self-help project may be minor in nature, it can have major

affects cr morale, command self-image, and general good

relations between the Department and its various customer

activities. It also can help reduce minor maintenance costs.

In crder to preclude a random, uncontrolled quantity

of self-help projects, base regulations generally forbid any

such work with cut express approval from the Facilities

Maintenance Department. This curtails the problems with poor

workmanship, unauthorized or dangerous materials and occa-

sionally whimsical proje~ts which will simply be undone (or

redone) every time a new commanding officer takes over a

command.
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Facilities Maintenance Departments usually estahl.sh

a unique self-help desk within the Operations Divisicn.

There, cne cr two kncwledgable individuals receive self-help

requests. These personnel essentially act the roles of P&E,

Scheduling, and supervision on a reduced scale. They visit

the site cf the propcsed project and first verify that it is

within the capabilities of the requesting unit. They also

verify that the project is not somehow going to impact other

work such as new ccnstruction projects or a specific job

ordar already submitted for that facility. If -he self-help

personnel have reservations about a project or not. poten-

tial problems, they report these to the Operations Officer
who intercedes if necessary.

if the project is approved, the self-help personnel

assist the requesting organization in preparing material

estimates. The military labor used by the requestor is not

charged as a project cost but an estimate may be given to

the requestcr to give an indication of crew size, time, etc.

The labcr cf the Department personnel is accounted for as

Department overhead. General assistance in planning and

organizing the project is provided where needed.

The self-help personnel actually take care of the

material ordering. They prepare the documents and deliver

them to Shop Stores where they are processed as any ether

BOM. Because of the nature of most of these projects, Shop

Stores can frequently provide the materials from inventory.

The self-help personnel inventory the material upon receipt

and notify the requestor. The materials are funded by the

Facilities Maintenance Department as part of the maintenance

flocr.

As work progresses, the self-help personnel continue

to provide assistance in the form of advice, quidance and

quality assurance. Self-help records are kept manually with

a series of log bccks and files. This data is rarely

reflected in the facility history file. [Ref. 10]
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B. fIIIUNANCE AND REPAIR DIVISION

Chapter III discussed the processing of work requests

within the various wcrk centers of the M&R Division. The

accounting and reporting cf materials and labor were of

particular interest. The Emergency/Service (E/S) Unit was

mentioned in passing. This Unit is involved in a significant

aspect of the Department's workload: the E/S ticket.

NCO F11000.7 defines the Emergency and Service types of

work:

EME' ORK. Work requiring immediate action to
cirrec prevent loss or damage to Government prop-

- 'y, ri %: disrupted essential services, or eliminate
zat: i personnel or oropert?. The work is authorized

b , r ribed form. W en emergency work is not
co-I c: Wittin the maximum limit of 16 hours the
rem -. r of the work is authorized by a specific jcb
ordez.

SERVICE WCRK. Work which is relatively minor in scope,
not emerqency work b nature, normally estimated to
require 16 hours or less to accomplish, involves a
maximum of twc wcrk centers and requires labor and
material costs totalling less than $400. Service work is
authorized by an emergency or service work authorization
or a lccally prescribed form. [Ref. 7 : p. 4-6].

The processIng of an E/S ticket actually begins in the

Work Reception and Ccntrol Unit of the Opera-:ions Division.

Service type work is screened our during the initial work

request review and forwarded direc-ly to the M&R Divisicn.

The usual criteria for screening is based on whether the

request invclves less than 16 hours labor. The majcrity of
emergency wcrk requests are received by telephone. At some

larger activities, the Emergency Work Reception Desk is

manned 24 hours a day. At smaller ones, a call may be

recorded by an answering device. In either case, the infor-
mation concerning the work is typed onto an E/S ticket (see

Figure D.6). At a large installation like Camp Pendleton,

the sheer number of these tickets can be startling. Camp
Pendletor processes approximatly 100,000 of these tickets
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every year. Each one is manually typed on a ticket. Copies

cf the tickets are filed and processed as described below.

The E/S receptionist has the basic training to identify

bona-fide emergencies; i.e., those things which impact on

safety or property damage. These are coded on the E/S ticket

as such sc they are flagged for immediate attention. Ccpies

are filed by facility as outstanding tickets. If it is a

"base facility", a ccpy goes to the E/S Unit and is logged

in. E/S tickets for "housing facilities" go to the Housing

Office where they are recorded. If area work centers are

used, some means is used to transport a ticket copy tc the

appicable wcrk center. At some larger installations this may

involve a teletype arrangement with a receiver at each work

center.

The applicable work center foreman (or, if area wcrk

centers are not used, the central E/S work center foreman)

receives each ticket. Throughout the day, he makes final

decisions on priorities and dispatching crews. The crews

usually have some kind of vehicle pre-supplied with high

usage materials such as electrical fixtures, pipe parts,

nails, etc. As each ticket is completed, the labor and

material is recorded on it. Each day these, and the wcrk

center timecards, are delivered to the central E/S :nit

office. These timecards and labor figures are then handled

in the same manner as those for other shops. The one iiffer-

ence is that labor is all recorded against one E/S labor

code rather than different ones accounting for various

crafts.

The E/S log is reviewed once a day to note uncompleted

tickets. An E/S ticket is supposed to be closed within five

days. The E/S Unit Supervisor notes thcse which have

exceeded this timeframe and discusses them with the appli-

cable foreman. This hopefully precludes occaisiona. loss of

a ticket. It also allows identification of problems which
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may evolve as a result of material delivery cr scope

changes. Some E/S tickets may result in formal work -eques:

processing as the crew finds the problem was s±mply part of

a larger one; i.e., further work will exceed 16 hours.

Closed-cut tickets are recorded in the log book and

filed by facility. A copy is sent to the area commander or

Housing Cfficez with cognizance over the facility concerned.
If vandalism has been involved, this is noted for command

attention.

Some facilities develop trend problems which may be

symptcmatic of larger problems. For example, repeated rlum-
bing leak calls in a short period of time may indicate a

need to replace the entire plumbing system in that facility.

Notice of these trends is usually dependent on the various

work crews or the foreman. If one of them becomes aware of
such a trend, the foreman relays this information to the E/S
Unit Supervisor. It eventually finds its way to the PEP Unit

and an Inspector is dispatched to evaluate the problem. It
may then enter the system as discussed in Chapter IV.

As indicated, "housing work" is generally divorced from

other base work. It also accounts for a substantial portion
of the E/S tickets. The Housing Office administers these

separately although the work center foreman regards them

like any other. Labor and material costs associated with

any housing work are reimbursed Mo the Facilities
Maintenance Department from the Housing Funds. Usually,

Housing E/S tickets are recorded against a Standing JO while
Specific JC's are Ezocessed as outlined in Chapter III.
[Ref. 15], (Ref. 19]
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C. UTILITIES DIVISIC.

This Livision exists outside the general flow of mainte-
nance and repair. Nevertheless, it has its own major

involvement in the flcws of information and f 'scal

accounting.

As a result of the energy crisis of the s venties,

utility operations throughout DOD have received a great deal

of attention. The need to ccnserve was promLted by the lower
supplies of energy-producing materials together with the

accompanying erosion of available 0&M,MC dollars as prices

fluctuate. Installation utility operations have beccme a

high pricrity item fcr modernization and improved effi-

ciency. Large emergency dollar amoun-s have been set aside

and used fcr projects that can demonstrate energy conserva-

tion improvements. Many beneficial improvements have

resultsd, but high emphasis continues as utility bills and

budgets grow.

The Utility Division is composed of the personnel needed

to run non-automated utility plants, monitor automated

plants, conduct on-site inspections of equipment and perform

equipment servicing and maintenance functions. Their labor

is charged to the ccdes for base utility operations. If

their preventive maintenance efforts reveal the need for

actual repairs, this work enters the system In much the same

manner as a work request generated by a P&P Inspectcr. The

repairs are then assigned tc the appropriate work center of

the M&R Division.

The Utility Division has a direct role in generating the

billing for station-produced utilitias and verifying the

bills received for commercially produced utilities.
Personnel within the Division read meters thereby producing

usage data for the various tenant activities and the base in

general. If the services consumed are produced by on-base
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plants, the charges are forwarded to the Base Cos-

Accounting office. The users then "pay" these bills (i.e.,

the respective budget adjustments are made) and, in esseno,

reimburse the Facilities Maintenance Department's OSM,MC

funds. For ccmmercial services, the usage charged

(kilcwatt/hours, cubic yards of gas, etc.) is verified and

the bill is certified by the Utilities Division Supervisor.

It is then forwarded to Base Cost Accounting for payment.

This causes a reduction in the Dapartment's OSM,MC funds.

Regardless cf transaction, the Department's Fiscal Branch

receives eventual nctice through the PRIME system entries

and by receipt of billing copies.

The problem cf manual files plagues the U-ility Division

as it dces other Divisions of the Department. Budgeting

requires historical usage data; challenges by a tenant

require research to answer; specific managerial queries

require response. All these actions can be accommodated only

through laborious manual research. During recent budget

preparations at MCDEC Quantico, a half manday was expended

to research electrical usage through seventeen different

accounts containing four different rate schedules. Similar

efforts are needed for gas and water usage. The final result

is often viewed as a "best guess". [Ref. 20]

Use cf this data and its associated relation to funding

and fiscal procedures will be examined in the next Chapter.

D. ADMINISTE&TIVE DIVISION

The Supply and Fiscal Branches of this Division have

been discussed in past Chapters and will be discussed again

in future ones. This Division also has an important

personnel management role. It 4s rsponsible for the

personnel accounting, labor relations discussicns and

general maintenance cf the labor resources.
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The Division maintains a large collection of individual

personnel files reflecting general employee information. It

also has a personnel action file for each Department Work

Center which records personnel actions for that center (e.g.

promotions, reassignments, terminations, etc.). The Table of

Organization (T/O) is also constantly under review within

this Division's purview. Each person within the Department

is assigned to the T/O by specific line number. Changes are

constantly being made as the Department strives to maximize

the effective use of the labor funds available.

The Department's maintenance floor funds contain a

prescribed amount for civilian labor. Since the Facilities

Maintenance Department employs the bulk of an activity's

civilian force--maybe as much as two-thirds at a large

installation-this fund amount can be substantial. The
amount allocated for labor, together with the T/O, specifi-

cally limits the number of personnel the Department employs.

This, of course, has a direct impact on the workload acccm-

plishment. As previously discussed, if other funds are avai-

lable, but labor is not, the job may be done by commercial
contract. The Administrative Division, through its mainte-

nance of personnel levels and manipulation of the T/O,

strives to ensure maximum efficiency is a-ttained from avai-

lable lakor funds. The Fiscal Branch works closely with the
personnel clerks to account for labor fund expenditures.

Labor relations and Equal Employment Opportunity

programs are a steaiy, but minor workload. These are handled

on a case-by-case basis. [ Ref. 21]
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VI. Ti- PRI 9TSTI1 AIR OHER FISCAL gROjESSING

It is apparant, from the discussion is Chapters III, IV

and V, that fiscal requirements are a common thread running

through all aspects of the Facilities Maintenance

Department's conduct of operations. This Chapter will tie

some cf these threads together at their focal point: the

Fiscal Eranch. While this is actually a part of the

Administrative Division, this Branch's efforts are signifi-

cant enough to necessitate specific study in a separate
chapter. In crder to understand soma of the framework behind

the Fiscal Branch activities, it is first necessary to have

a basic understanding of the PRIME system. Fiscal require-

ments are an outgrowth of many fiduciary and DOD dictated

regulaticns. PRIME is the currently existant automated

system supporting these requirements and is therefore of

particular interest in this study.

A. THE ERIME ACCOUNTING SYSTEN

By the late 1960's, the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF)

had noticed problems occuring because of the multitude of

disjcinted resource management systems then existing

throughout DOD. There was no single DOD system to tie these

together into a unified DOD effort. As a result, the

Resource Management System (RMS) was instituted. PRIME (an

acronym for Priority Management Efforts) was the subsystem

created in response tc changes needed in programming, budg-

eting and accounting systems. Its purpose was to provide a

system "...for the management of inventory and capital

acquisitions, and to develop a top management reporting

system .... " [Ref. 22 : p. 8] In this endeavor, SECDEF

wanted a system to meet two goals:
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-Assure that financial reports and cost data prcvided
adequate support fcr the planning-programming-budgeting
system.

-See that the Agency's managers are given the basic
tools the need--responsibility centered, cost-based
ope ating Zudgets and financial reports--for setting and
achieving maximum ccst reduction goals [Ref. 22 : p. 5].

The PRIME system developed and installed in the Marine

Corps is representative of the 1960's era batch-oriented

computer technology. A central computer site receives data
entered frcm remote sites, stores it, and then batch

processes the data tc generate reports and updates. Reports

are in the form of hardcopy printouts distributed to the
various base activities. These reports--in varying formats
tailored to the needs of the varying users--reflect the

official accounting status for the user based on the update

of the last processing cycle.

Since inception, PRIME has undergone the usual sequence

cf enhancements and revisions inherent to a long standing

computer system. However, as it exists today, it is still

reflective of the 1.60's environment. Unfortunatly, the

intervening 20-plus years have seen a huge grcwth in

reporting requirements, a substantial increase in dcllar

amounts and increasing pressure on local FA's to tightly

manage their funds. The inevitable result is that PRIME is
reaching the end of i'.s ability to support the requirements

of a 1980's fiscal manager. Recognizing this fact, the

Marine Corps is now well along in its development of the

SABRS system discussed if Appendix A.

PRIME developers put a great deal of effort into

addressing the needs cf the FA. Yet PRIME is essentially an
accountant's system. PRIME update cycles are run cn a

schedule established by the Cost Accounting Department.

Input to the system is contingent on local Cost Accounting

procedures. Output, including the resulting reports needed
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by the FA's, is contingent on this update cycle. The timeli-

ness cf the reports today is frequently ncn-supportive of

the FA's needs for current information. The old formats are

also an increasing scurce of discontent among FA's [Ref. 5].

Whether these are shortcomings in the system itself, or in

the way it has come to be used, is a matter of contention.
Further discussicn of these perceived shortcomings will be

presented in Chapter VIII.

PRIME accounting and reporting revolves around the JON.

As previously noted, material and labor costs find their way

into the PRIME system from their various sources throughcut

the base. The computer assures that these are expensed to

the correct JON. It also uses the same data to update

general ledgers and summaries of the various accounts. It is

thus possible to generate reports reflecting individual JO

status as well as summary account status. This type of data

identification actually works quite well. The new SAERS

system retains essentially the same procedures revolving

around JON identification. This effort is the reason for

assigning all the accounting codes at the Fiscal Branch when

a JO is initiated.

The PRIME system generates a periodic MJON report as

previcusly discussed. This report is produced based on

local time schedules as determined by Base Cost Acccunting.
The MJON reflects the official balances and charges to valid

JON's within the current fiscal year. The MJON File main-

tained by the PRIME system is a basic key to the remainder

of the system. Its purpose is to:

1. Prcvide a file cf all valid, active and inactive job
order :eccrds.

2. Provide a record of all charges against each job
order record for hours, cost and work unit data where
applicable.

3. Prcvide all source data for the preparation of local
management report.5 and reports to higher authority....
[Ref. 23 : .- 85)
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The PRIME system also generates other reports such as the

Reimbursable Orders Report, Fund Administrators Management

Report and Unfilled Orders Status Report. These reports

allow the FA to examine fund information from various view-

points: individual JCN totals, budget versus actual expense,

unfilled crders %hich have obligations against them, etc.

B. ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS

The Fiscal Branch maintains a series of desktop ledgers,

each reflecting the various fund accounts the Department

must administer. These ledgers deal with funds for utility

payments, jcb orders (standing and specific), reimbursables,

contracts, etc. Each year, after the budget cyclq (discussed

later) a "maintenance floor" dollar amount Is provided cut

of OM,MC funds. Certain other funds may also be provided

for such things as reimbursables: for exampls, work done by

Camp Pendleton for the Base Hospital is funded from the Navy

medical community and work done to support the local air

facility is funded by MCAS El Toro which has cognizance over

the facility.

The ledgers are manual, desktop records showing funds

allocated to the Department, funds used, the JON which used

them and the running balance. This data is also retained in

the mechanized PRIME system. The ledgers are kept constantly

up tc date as each transaction passes through the Fiscal

Branch.

The official PRIME reports are continuously reconciled
against the manual ledgers to correct discrepancies. It

should be noted that the ledgers serve as the Facilities

Maintenance Officer's daily source of fund status and other

informaticn. They are current as of the last manual transac-

tion reccrdqd by the Fiscal Branch. The PRIME reports are

current as of the last update cycle run by the computer
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center and do not reflect any transactions occuring between

update and report delivery. This timelag may be a matter of

days cr weeks depending on the report and the installation.

Nevertheless, the ledgers represent unofficial status while

the PRIME system reports official balances as of the moment

of update.

When approved fcr Scheduling, JO's snter the PRIME

system as discussed in Chapter III. They are also entered
into the manual ledgers. As labor is expended on a JO, the

applicable ledgers are updated. Material requisitions come
through the Fiscal Eranch with cost estimates. These are
used to commit (reserve) funds. Actual material costs arI
entered by the Base Supply Department and rarely reflect the

estimates used. A typical sequence would be: 1) An estimated

amount (off the BOM) is entered in a ledger for outstanding

reservations; 2) When the material is ordered, the amounts
obligated are entered into the unfilled order ledger and the

outstanding reservation ledger is reduced accordingly; 3)

When the invoices for the material are paid, the amounts are

reflected in an expense ledger and the unfilled orders

ledger is reduced.

The 1AJON, and other reports, are used to gather actual

costs in conjunction with a constant string of telephoned
discussion between Base Supply and the Fiscal Branch. In

this manner, the Fiscal Branch tries to keep its books

current. As the fiscal year draws to a close, the unfilled

orders and other sources of pending expense become a

critical factor in assuring sufficient funds ar, available

to close out the year--and to assure over-obligation does

not occur. If, for some reason, material is ordered and no

reservations are recorded by the Fiscal Branch-- for

instance, due to an internal distribution problem cr a

Supply Department error--the sudden impact of unplanned

expenses can have a very unsettling affect on fiscal status.
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Reimbursables require the same careful control tc ensure

actual funds used match the amounts provided from -he r.im-

bursing activity. As funds run low, that activity must be

notified. It can then decide whether to provide additional

funding cr face loss of services. Fiscal year-end balancing

must be timely enough to avoid placing the r.imbursing

activity in financial trouble.

Utility bills are paid as billed by the commercial

vender or reimbursed as notified by Base Accounting. Fiscal

Branch receives energy consumption reports from the

Utilities Division. The totals reflected have been compared

to the total usage for which the utility company--or on-base

plant--is charging. The constantly fluctuating energy prices

must be closely monitored and compared to available funding

quantities. Timeliness of the PRIME system reporting bqcomes

a genuine ccncern in keeping up with utility expenditures.

Throughout this cycle of constant monitoring and recon-
ciliation, sudden special requirements must be accommodated.

For example, the storm damage of the 1982/1983 winter storms

at Camp Pendleton prcmpted crucial decisions on fund repro-

gramming. Certain planned activities had to be cancelled or

deferred in order to fund the necessary cleanup and repair

and still allow funding of projects already initiated.

This kind of constant decision making and re-evaluation

is not unique to Facilities Maintenance. It, of course,

pervades managerial action throughout DOD and private

industry. The intent of this study is to point out the

intense reliance on manual processing. While the mechanized

system may be doing well in accounting for Marine Corps

costs, the output is not providing its intended support to

the lcw level managers--at least not as the system is

presently being operated. They are often faced with neces-
sary decisions which must be made on the basis of unofficial

balances, intuition and some guesswork on the projected
variances they can expect.
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C. BUDGETING

The FA is the lowest reporting point for the annual

budget cycle. The raw, specific data entered at this level

eventually becomes the basis for the budget evolving at the

DOD level. Early each calendar year field budget guidance is

received by the Base Ccmptrcller. This prompts a budget call

to the various FA's. Guidance is issued, meetings are held

and the FA's begin to assemble their budget requests. The

budget cycle, and its associated requirements are nct unique
to the Facilities Maintenance Department. The general

processes and specific requirements are an established

matter of annual procedure. This study does not intend to

cover thcse details. Rather, this study will examine how the
data is gathered by the Fiscal Branch and what separate

entities make up the Facilities Maintenance Department's

budget request.

The Scheduler's Short Range Maintenance Plan (SRMP) and

Long Range Maintenance Plan (LRMP) are of particular

interest as the Department attempts to forecast its needs.

These prcvide the bulk of the known maintenance and repair

requirements. As discussed in Chapter IV, these requirements

feed the annual BMAB f.,gure reported to HQMC. This is there-

fore a justificatic- for a specific level of resource

requests. At the HQMC level, this requirement is reflected
in the Marine Corps inputs to the Planning, Programming and

Budgeting cycle (PPBS). It is thus a consideration in the

formaticn of the President's annual budget.

Add-ed to these Flanned projects are occasional unique
items which become known through various channels-- for

instance, the requirement tc install 250 SABRS terminals

throughout the base became a concern during the latest

budget cycle at Camp Pendletcn's Facilities Maintenance

Department. The tctal fund requirements for the workload
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identified is an outgrowth if the estimates generated by the

P&E and ESP Units.

Other historical data on general operations is used to

forecast requirements for items such as administrative
supplies, PCL, labor overhead, etc. Historical data also

helps in forecasting utility usage. As discussed in the

preceeding chapter, this data is difficult to attain and its

accuracy may be less than optimal. Even accurate historical

data is cf little help in fcrecasting utility pricis because

of the rapid changes in rate structure. The utility budget

has been a very time consuming, much-discussed and heavily

belabcred process. [Ref. 12]
In general, the budget evolves as a result of manual

preparation, personal experience, Department-wide discussicn
and physical file search. Much of it is tied to how well the

P&E and ESP estimatcrs have been able to arrive at their

estimates.

hi
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VII. IKL OF R iR.ENTS T STUDY CONTRACTING OF

gosiERCIAL SERVICES

In 1967, The Cffice of Management and Budget (0MB)

published OMB Circular A-76 titled "Policies for Acquiring

Commercial or Industrial Products and Services for

Government Use". Supplemental guidance to this policy was

issued in 1976 and 1977. In 1979, an entire revisicn and

update was promulgated (Ref. 24]. This latest issue

prompted renewed attention in the area of contracting for

government services. It required all Federal agencies to

study their respective functions, conduct a cost analysis on
those functicns and then submit them to the public sector

for competitive bid. The intent was to identify the

Government tasks which could be performed in a mcre cost-

effective manner by commercial sources. This acticn would

mak,4 Government operations more economical while providing

increased employment for the public sector. The only func-

tions tc be excluded from this process were those clearly

defined as unique to Governmental control-- functions that
embraced:

....the activities that should always be perform-id.by
Government personnel because they involve exercising
qve~rmental authority, controlling monetary transac-
ions and antitlements, and maintaining needed core

capabiliti .es. (Ref. 24 : p. 20556].

The impact of the revised Circular A-76 has been far

reaching. kll Federal agencies have conducted extensive

studies of all current and future functions to identify

those applicable to contracting with a commercial source.

One of the largest functions so defined has been the mainte-

nance of facilities. This function is, after all, not unique
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to the Government. It is conducted, in some form, by vitu-

ally every private business and many public companies exist

which contract their services for these tasks.

In 1981, HQMC issued guidance identifying functions

which must be reviewed for Circular A-76 consideration

(Ref. 25]. It directed that certain functions be reviewed

each year over a five year period. The schedule was such

that every function would then be reviewed again at five
year intervals. Activities were to conduct a full analysis

of these functions, determine their cost of operations and

submit them for competitive bid.

The impact has been an intensive examination withir the

Facilities Maintenance Departments. Study groups have been

formed, records researched and documents prepared -- an

effort that has invclved months of work throughout Fiscal

Years 19e2 and 1983. At Camp Pendleton, the study group is

composed of the I&R fivision Head, five Shop foremen, two

Unit supervisors, a staff of secretarial personnel and a

contracts/procurement expert. They have been tasked to wcrk
full time cn the project and their normal billets have been

filled ty someone else in the Department. By the time they

are dcne, they will have invested a full calendar year in

preparing the 9ocumentation required. (Ref. 26] Other bases

have similar groups working in a locally prescribed manner

to address the problem.

The study group must painstakingly analyze every task
performed within the Eepartment. They must prepare explicit

perfcrmance-of-work statements which define all aspects of

that task. They must research past files and identify how

often a task is to be done, how much it costs, manpower

involved, expertise level--virtually everything that relates

to that task. In order to accomplish this analysis, they
have had to work through files of past yea-s' work o.ders,

job crders, E/S tickets, fiscal :=ports and history riles.
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As already noted in previous chapters, these are manual

files and require a great deal of physical effort to

research.

The final product of this effort is to be a set cf docu-

ments with work descriptions and specifications in enough

detail to permit solicitation for contract bids. At the same

time, an analysis of how much it costs the Government to

perform these tasks under the current system (i.e. with

Facilities maintenance Departments) is to be prepared and

submitted- This estimate will become the Government's "bid"

on the contract. After all documentation has been reviewed

and a ccntract solicitation has been prepared commercial

businesses will have the opportunity to submit their bids.

If they can perform the functions at less cost, they will

receive a ccntract tc do so.

There have evolved two fundamental approaches to the
study. Some bases, like MCAGTC 29 Palms, are examining

various functions of facilities maintenance independently.

They are attempting to divide the overall maintenance effcrt
into specific, identifiable tasks. Each is then analyzed and

prepared for consideration as z separate contract. Other

bases, like MCB Camp Pendleton, are viewing facilities

maintenance as one all-encompassing function. They are

preparing to submit this entire function as one single

contract. The approach used has been left to the discretion

of the lccal activity.

After this initial effort has been completed, continuing

study requirements will exist. If a private vendor wins the

contract for these services, it will be a one-year contract

with a three-year renewable option clause. This means, at

the end of each year, the government could elect nct to
renew. As a result, the bid process would start again.
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If a contractor fails to win the initial bid--or if the

Government later resumes the services--the Government will

perform these functicns under its current organizaticn for

five years. At the end of that time, the whole analysis and

resubmission for bids would be conducted again.

The intent of this study is not to examine the massive

impacts of Circular A-76. Rather, it is to identify ancther

labor intensive problem associat ad with information

processing and fiscal impacts. The current manual systems

make the needed detailed analysis a laborious, painstaking

process. Approximately 10 manyears will be invested at Camp

Pendleton in simply identifying, and quantifying, tasks.

This requirement will cccur repeatedly in the outyears.

The fiscal impacts have yet to be clarified. An obvious

one is the amount of labor and associated wages that is

being drained from the O&S,MC maintenance floor in the

conduct of these studies. Aside from that factor, eventual

award tc a contractcr may make processing of fiscal data

easier to accomplish. The labor and material costs currently

in the budget would simply become a source of funds used to

pay a contractor. As a result, much of the current require-

ments to identify labor and material against JON's may be

removed. However, the problems of cost over-runs and change

orders could place additional burdens on station budgeting.

The requirement for precise historical fiscal data to feed

t. e recurring review processes can be filled from the

current FBIME system reports. The requirement for cur.'ent

fiscal data to manage the contracts should place less of a

burden on the existing systems because the funds are being

dealt with as summary amounts in a payment schedule.
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YIrI. GU1ARR AND JURR 1YSTjH §UPjg

The preceeding Chapters have discussed the myriad of

internal tasks ccnducted by Facilities Mainterance

Departments. The intent has been to provide an analytical

basis for examining alternative methods of performing thcs,9

tasks. This Chapter will discuss some of the current and

future systems support available to assist the Facilities

Maintenance Officer in performing managerial functions.

A. FACILITIES MINTENANCE MANAGEHEUT REPORTING (FHR)

SYSTEM

The FMMR system (discussed in Appendix E) is currently

the subject of a great deal of controversy among Marine

Corps Facilities maintenance Officers and HQMC. Over the

years, many Facilities Maintenance Departments have used the

system less and less. Complaints with timeliness were

matched with ncrmal managerial Aesires to see data in

differing fcrmats.

The timeliness issue is one that has been raised repeat-

edly during both formal and informal discussions while this

study was conducted. It was a consistent complaint in

response to questicnnaires sent to all ground staticns

[Ref. 5]. Timeliness problems may be tied directly tc the

batch-processing orientation of the PRIME system. It may

also be due to a failure on the part of the facilities

maintenance establishment to properly work with the

accounting establishment and ensure that their ADP needs

were always addressed. An example of the communication

breakdown between the two communities can be seen in a study
cf the repcrt generation schedule: MCO P7300.1B (Ref. 23]
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requires FMMR report preparation by the 13th of each mcnth;

NCO P11000.7 (Ref. 7] requires it five days after comple-

tion cf a Job Order cr by the 5th of each month. The actual

schedule varies greatly from station to station depending on

the perceived requirements of the Base Accounting structure

and on hcw influential the Facilities Maintenance Department

has been in securing ADP support.

The timeliness problem has a direct influence on fiscal

management. Frequently the Fiscal Branch's manual ledgers

show a job completed but PRIME records it as such several

days or weeks later when all the bills have been liquidated.

As a result, information which could prompt corrective

action is reflected for a job that, to the Department, was

long closed. The oppcrtunity for timely action has passed.

The particular fiscal problems with year-end closeouts

also plagre the FMMR reports. The system is designed to

assign new JON's tc uncompleted jobs at the end of the
fiscal year. Users are supposed to provide special year-end
input to pick up the old JON data with a new JON. It is

rarely dcne, frequently because users do not seem to be

aware of the capability. At some stations, even when aware,
it is nct wcrking prcperly, anyway

The format change desires mentioned abcve are simply not

feasible for PRIME tc address. In a batch system, formats

cannot te recreated with every new Facilties Mainterance

Officer. Scme local systems have been devised to address

these problems and most interface with local PRIME systems.

Even these are difficult to change and tend zo report irfcr-

mation in the format of their designer. Many other
Departments accumulate the data they desire manually

[Ref. 5].
The nature of the data in the F3MR reports is only occa-

sionally an aspect cf complaint. The ratio of material to

labor costs used on Reports No. 1 and 4 is of dubious value
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since both factors are extremely variant depending on the

nature of each job. This ratio may have value for long-term

trend evaluation but its short-term evaluation use is vague.

The need to identify and correct problems in EPS use,

program ccntrol and general cost overruns is recognized and

has direct fiscal impact. most managers, when they use the

reports at all, tend to pick select items from each of them.

Reports No. 5 and 6 have been frequently ignored over the

years (Ref. 27].

1. R No. 1 I

As noted in previous chapters, the EPS estimates

have a large impact on subsequent fiscal accounting.

Therefore, a method of comparing EPS estimates to actual

labor used is a good way of evaluating their credibility.

The non-EPS labor estimates and the material estimates, when

compared to actual amounts, provide good methods cf moni-

toring the performance of the estimators. Since estimates

have such a major impact on initial fund commitments and

budgeting processes, it is desirable to identify problems

for prcmpt correction. However, the timeliness issues

already mentioned make prompt correction difficult: -he

problems identified may be too old to have an affect on

events already in motion. Trend problems can be spotted and

corrected to preclude future recurrence but not in time to

affect jobs already completed. Specific problems for a

given job will not be noticed until the job has been liqui-

dated. Frequently this happens several weeks after the job

has been closed by the Department.

2. R__N.2

This report can serve two purposes. It can show

where the bulk cf the productive work and overhead work is

applied. For example, in figure E.2 the bulk of productive
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labor has been for service tickets. The report also allows

managerial focus on problems when overhead labor acccunts

for a disproportionate level of total labor. This may prompt

corrective actions, It alsc impacts on budget forecasts for

total labcr required. These tend to be longterm managerial

decisions. The timeliness problem may have less of an impact

on the value of this report's data.

3. _Bl 2o.3

The manhour and labor cost estimates are darived

from the EPS. This report provides a different view of these

than Report No. 1 since it sums them by JO rather than Wcrk

Center. This report should identify variances in labor and

material estimating efforts. Hopefully, because of the JO

breakdown, trend problems could be identified in estimating

certains types of jobs--although that data may be obscure to

the evaluatcr because those jobs are not listed together. A
variance report grouping JO's by variance amounts, and then

grouping them again ty Work Center, may make it easier to

spot job types with estimation trend problems.

4- BeTCrt No6 4

Since many Standing JO's axist to serve reimbursable

services, the summary cost data on this rqport can have

significant fiscal interest. The nature of standing JO's

fequently precludes use of EPS estimation methods for labor.

Material estimates are also difficult because of the unknown

frequency of actual work performance. This report provides

an indication of how well planners and sstimatcrs can

predict these costs. The accuracy of these predictions can

have an impact on budget request and reimbursement planning

for the Facilties Maintenance Department and the serviced

organizaticn.
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Evaluation of standing JO's is not as dependent on

closecut data except for those that terminate at the -nd of

a fiscal year. Rather, accumulated data is more impcrtant as

this may impact on a reimbursing activity's fund actions.

This repcrt would seem to lend itself to frequent generation

as data is entered against the JO. Unfortunatly, this may

not be possible since FMMR reports are dependent cn PRIME

cycle updates. A frequent update for the express purpose of

generating one or two reports is expensive and net very
practical (a problem which pertains to the FMMR system in

general as well as Report No. 4 in particular).

5. _ _crts No. 5 And 6

These manually prepared reports are car icularly

unpopular. Since the data they reflect J.i often out of date

anyway, many activities resent the manu-1 effort raquired to

prepare them. Staticns are frequently far ahead of the FMH3

in jobs ccmpleted and started. Hence, they feel Report No. 5

does not correctly reflect the true status of their effcrts.

Report No. 6 has effectiveness ratings weighted tc reward

compliance with the "Primary laintenance Policy" of gen.r-

ating most wcrk cff the SRMP and LRMP. Since this does not

reflect the "real world" work schedule of the typical

Department, the facility managers feel it prcvides an inac-

curate measure of their zeal ma ntanance efforts. They also

complain of a lack of HQMC feedback on the report. Rence,

they have no idea how they compare or what is the HQMC eval-

uaticn of their efforts.

These problems have recently received high level

attention. Field Supply and Maintenance Analysis Office Two
Report NC. 22036 reccmmended that HQMC correct the deficien-

cies in the reports or eliminate the requirement for their

submissicn [Ref. 28]. A student at Wright-Patterson
Industrial College is currently studying the FMMB as a
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thesis topic for Master's research [Ref. 27]. He is exam-

ining the effectiveness evaluation measurements inherent to

the system. The requirement to submit Report No. 6 has once

again received HQMC emphasis after being long ignored

(Ref. 29]. The activities have been polled by HQMC to

provide their input cn why Report No. 6 is not cptimum.

Plans are currently being worked out to conduct a FMHR test

cycle at MCEBC Quantico late in FY83 to examine the system,

discover its value and impact on current-day operations and

identify problem areas needing correction.

In summary, in its current implementation, the FMMR

system is of uncertain value to the Facilities Maintenance

Departments. Some activities use it and prepare reports

knowing the data is out of date or inaccurate; some use

select items they find useful; some ignore it altogether.

Whether this is due to a poor system, or a good one which

has aged too far, or a lack of education for the users is,

essentially, a mcot pcint. Regardless of reason, the system

does not, at this time, completely serve the use= and is

thus having only a minor impact on efficient management of

funds and resources.

B. PRIZE ENHANCEMENT

As the name implies, PRIME Enhancement is a system modi-

fication cf the PRIME system. It is scheduled to he active

July 1983 [Ref. 30]. This change provides some of the SABRS

bene3fi s as an interim measure while full SABRS implementa-

tion is pending. When PRIME Enhancement is in place, the

PRIME input previously discussed will still be held for

batch processing. However, after the PRIME update cycle is

run, select files will go to update a data base accessed by

a data base management system (DBMS) called ADABAS. The

same data will enter the system f-cm the same sources, but
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the Scandata input devices will be complemented with IBM CRT

terminals.

The PRIME system reports from this change will be the

same. The major improvement will ba an on-line "Inquiry"

capability to access the files loaded into the data base.

Under the current PRIME system, reports are generated as

hardcopy printouts only. The enhancement permits the user to

access select JON's or other files to gain specific infcrma-

tion. As already discussed, the resulting information may

be days or weeks old depending on the time of the last

update cycle. The enhancement provides the potential for

more timely informaticn after an update and easier response

to select inquiries.

Any problems with standard report content and the

utility cf that report (as perceived by a given user) will

not be corr.cted. Also, the generation of the repcrts will

still be as dictated by the accounting community. If that

schedule is not satisfactory to facilities managers, they

must still intercede on their own behalf to garner increased

support from the system. The enhancement does give them the

potential for more timely access to the information the

PRI4E system has. PRIME Enhancement is viewed as a temporary

system designed to address some needs until the SABRS system

is implemented. It is not intended to operate more than one

year.

C. THE SABBS SYSTEM

The SABRS system (discussed in Appendix A) is currently

scheduled to commence operation in October 1984. It appears

this system will rectify the problems of timely, accurate

information on fiscal status. When fully operational, the

Fiscal Branch should he able to eliminate its dependence on

the manual ledgers. The SABRS system will provide the same
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informaticn within sixteen seconds through the IBM CRT

terminal being installed for PRIME Enhancement. This nrfcr-

maticn, which is unofficial fiscal status, will be current
as of the last transaction entered. The "official" status

will be updated every 24 hours. The system will employ the

sane EBMS--i.e. ADAAS--vhich will be initiated for PRIME

Enhancement.

The problems with report formats should be resolved with

* the "ad hcc" report potential of the system. FA's can

request to view data from many perspectives. As noted in
Appendix A, SABRS will not help the FA to gather the data

for input to the system. The procedures and processing

discussed in Chapters III, IV, V and VII will be essentially

una ffected.

The relationship between SABRS and the FMMR system

remains uncertain. The SABRS development team has rsceived
very scanty information from tha facilities maintenance

community concerning what standard reports are needed

[Ref. 31]. Undoubtedly, some of the problem is due to the
current ccntroversy over the FMMR that exists within that

community itself. the SABRS data dictionary (Appendix A,
Table II), as it curr .ntly exists seems to reflect the
necessary data for the facilities manager to use in

measuring performance (note the elements on Table II with
the double asterick--**--which has been inserted by the
author). With the Eotential for ad hoc report generation,
the continued need for stylized Reports No. 1 through 4 may

by superflucus. If liaison can be establishe! early, it is
quite possible Report No. 6, if it is needed at HQMC, can be

automatically generated. Regardless, the laborious manual
processirg internal tc -he Facilities Maintenance Department
will be unaffected. If an internal system is established for
these Departments, there may be no need for mangerial

reports (e.g. variance checks, EPS usage da-ta, etc.) to be
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generated from SABRS. However, a requirement will always

exist fcr official fiscal status reflecting current JON

information and budgeting data. The internally generated

informaticn must marry with that produced externally in

order to give the manager a complete picture.

D. THE BEST SYSTEM

The Navy's BEST System (discussed in Appendix F) is

representative of facilities management systems currently

under development in the Federal sector. Another example is

one developed by the Air Force called BEAM (Base Engineer

Automated Management system). These systems address many of

the manual processing and report problems discussed in this

study. Eesides streamlining the internal operations, they

provide for tighter anagerial control, more precise fiscal

accounting and concise, well-formatted reporting.

Similarities in cperations, plus the inter-ag.ncy rela-

tionships between the Navy and the Marine Corps, make the

BEST system particularly attractive for Marine Corps imple-

mentaticn. The Navy is developing BEST with funding from the

Productivity Enhancement Capital Investment (PECI) prcgram

of tte Office of the Secretary of Defense. The system will

be Navy-wide on standard equipment with software maintenance

and technical phase-in support from NAVFACENGCOM. One of the

system modules, FEJE, is being developed for DOD-wide use.

Scme BEST system components seem to have particular

value tc Marine Corps facilities maintenance. The FEJE
system vastly improves and streamlines much of the P&P and

P&E Onits' efforts in estimation and scheduling. The Work

Input Ccntrol (VIC) system provides the ccntrol and

reporting which is the underlying rationale for the FMME

system--plus much more. The Emergency/Service (E/S) system

permits more efficient control of the thousands of annual
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E/S tickets generated. When completed, the Shore Facilities

Inspecticn (SFI) system appears to address the scheduling of

inspections from the SRMP and helps balance the in-house

worklcad with contracted supplemental service. The Utilities

system may be of benefit. Some of its intended use could

probably he addressed by simple modifications to thcse base

utility mcnitoring systems currently in use.

The information from these systems will have the advan-

tage cf lccal, real-time access to an internal data base.

Fiscal information for budgeting and for fund obligation

estimates would be timely and accurate. Managerial control

of estimating procedures, productivity-to-overhead labor

ratios and material accounting would be enhanced.

The scftware for the BEST system is available through

the Navy by exercising normal inter-service channels. Unless

the Marine Corps can somehow attach itself to the PECI

funding process, the hardware would have to be funded from

Marine Ccrps sources.

Throughout the course of this study, the BEST system has

repeatedly entered formal and informal discussions. Its
concepts are almost universally well received and many

Marine Facilities Maintenance Department personnel a- all

levels have expressed an interest in such a system.

E. CURRENT FACILITIES MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENT AUTOMATION

EFFORTS

The pressures to manage their workload and achieve

maximum results for their funds has caused many Facilities

Maintenance Officers to lock for better methods to accom-

plish these tasks. Nearly all the respondents to the station

questionnaires indicated an interest in some sort of automa-

tion. Some have actively pursued this effort, some are in

the planning stages and some are considering it.
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Pursuit of full internal ADP support has been a discour-

aging prccess for most who have engaged in it. The tremen-
dous bureaucratic requirements connected with such support

has dampened the enthusiasm of many such investigations in

their preliminary stages. However, the necessity to automate

is still prevalent. The inevitable result has been an active

endeavcr to achieve as much support as possible within their

own means. Local activities are exploring the possibility of

using their own funds to purchase file management systems

with word processing and report generation capabilities.

This, at least, assists in control of jobs and retrieval of

information. The reports are in formats preferred and,

because it is internal to the Department, formats can be

changed as needed. The Fiscal Branch has access to data when

it is entered rather than after it is routed to them. The

budgetary historical data is easier to recall and less

susceptible to error.

Two stations, MCEEC Quantico and MCB Camp Pendleton, are

eaplacing locally ptrchased IBM 5520's with remote termi-

nals. These do not have computational capabilities but are

filling scme of the other managerial information needs.

Their early success with the portions of the system that are

now in place has resulted in great enthusiasm on their part.

Other stations are examining this system or similar cnes and

are actively seeking fund sources. MCB Camp Lejeune has

conducted a detailed study of the data processing it needs

and is ncw exploring hardware requirements. MCB Camp

Pendleton is also well along in plans to place the entire

facilities history file on microfiche--a step already taken

at MCrEC Quantico. This may not help solve problems with

putting infcrmation into the file but they believe it will

help retrieve and store that data.
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Autcmated support for utilities is also available anI in

place at some stations. These allow one operator in the

Facilities Maintenance Department to monitor energy consump-

tion throughout the tase, adjust temperatures in at least
the most significant areas (e.g., a block of barracks),

monitor key steamlin. points for trouble signs and automati-

cally ccntrcl various automated (i.e. unmanned) utility

plants at remote sites. That same operator can provide

precise data concerning how much electricity or water has

been used for any given time period and how much was

provided from off-base commercial sources. All this infcrma-

tion is available at a complex of terminals and controls
within a small office in the Utilites Division.

Collectively, as a group, facilities personnel are not

receptive to the idea of depending on external ADP support

from large systems. They have particular requirements,

usually unique to their workload, as do most FA's. The

requirement to depend on a RASC for the ADP support they can

easily have internal to their Departments--support which

other RASC users have no particular interest in--is not one

they can easily accept [Ref. 5].

HGMC agencies are currently studying these internal ADP

support needs. Unfortunately, they are not gathering much

informaticn from the local users which such systems will

support.
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IX. PRCELEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The previous chapters have related the various aspects

and tasks of facilities maintenance management. This Chapter

will review the previous ones to identify the specific jrcb-

less which evolve out of that examination. The problems

identified will be presented in a "problem- discussicn-

recommendation" format. The "discussion" portion will

usually be a brief synopsis of previous discussion appearing

earlier in this study. The chapter and page numbers in

parenthesis in each "discussion" block refer to the more

comprehensive examination contained elsewhere in the study.

A. OPERATICNAL SUPPCRT PROBLEMS

1. PROELEM: Internal work processing is dependent or manual

input and routing.

DISCUSSICN: Table I in Chapter III reflects a pericd of

25 1/2 days -spent in routing and processing one work :equest

(Ch. III, p. 39). Of that time, 10 1/2 days were dedicated

to the preparation and internal routing of various papers.

Paper input from the various customers is necessary to gain

entry to the Facilities Maintenance Department. The work

requests and inspecticn reports serve :o initiate processing
and to provide an historical hardcopy file. However, once

received, these could be easily keyed on a terminal into a

data base or file management system. Once there, the data is

subject to prompt recall throughout the Department using

other terminals, Proper input fields for each type of wcrk
entered would make retrieval at the various Departments

easy. They could then identify the various JO's and E/S

tickets applicable to them, could act on their respective
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requirements and record those actions as they occur. This

would result in a ccntinual update for work status -hereby

eliminating the manual pending file ani its constant manipu-

lation (Ch. III, p. 25). The overall result would be luicker

* . processing, easy recall of work status and better managerial

feedback (Ch. III and V).

RECOMMENDATION: Enter the information upon receipt into

an automated record system so it can be recalled at any

location in the Department.

2. PRCELEM: Forms and reports are manually prepared.

DISCUSSICN: The various Divisions require paper ou put

for some aspects of each job. P&E personnel need a work

request copy to carry for their on-site inspections (Ch.
III, p. 27), E/S perscnnel need a copy of the E/S ticket for

reference (Ch. V, p. 53), BOM's must be forwarded from the
Supply Branch to the Base Supply (Ch. III, p. 31), BMAR

reports must be sent to HQMC (Ch. IV, p. 44). Forms and

reports are a fact of life and cannot be realistically

replaced in their entirety by a terminal display. However,

automaticn can =educe the -ime physically spent in their

preparation and thus cut more time off that 10 1/2 days

discussed in Problem #1 above. Sin-e the information must be

recorded anyway--either manually or on a terminal--it is a

simple matter to have a printer produce standard forms as

output. The resulting information will tend to be more accu-

rate, easily reproduced and consistent across the variouls

Divisions if it is drawn from a central source.

RECC, 3NtATION: Provide a hardcopy printing capability

for reporting and form preparation.

3. PROBLEM: anual files are awkward and cluttered.

DISCUSSION: Besides ease of routing and form preparation,

an automated file system as discussed above lends itself to

easier irformation retrieval to support historical enquiry.
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The current manual files are extremely awkward to deal with.

Informaticn needed is difficult to retrieve and may te scat-

tered across more than one source. Updating informatior may

enter one file but nct another. The facility history file

(Ch. IV, p. 43) is an example of one *hat should lend itself

to a wealth of information on any given facility or facility

type. However, some information may not be finding its way

to that file and, if it does, is difficult to retrieve.

Utility usage (Ch. V, p. 56) is hard to re-treve; trend

information and redundancy checks (Ch. IV, p. 42) are hard

to pursue.

The historical data resident in these files is a neces-

sary aspect of managerial problem identification. It is also

crucial in budget fcrmulation (Ch. VI, p. 64) . In its
current status, such endeavors are difficult and time-

consuming. The final results are always in danger of being
less than all-inclusive as it is easy to miss some informa-

tion while researching the diverse files.

The BEST systsm (Appendix F) is an example of a tech-

nique which centralizes the files for all the work in a

Department. It uses a central dat base. Such a data base

could store all the facility history files, especially if

some sort of secondary storage is established for archival

information (e.g. disk packs). All work processed could

then autcmatically update this data base for easy, accurate

and comprehensive retrieval. Such a data base could also

exist for personnel records (Ch. V, p. 57) and utilities

usage (Ch. V, p. 56). Appropriate interfacing would pqrmit

information retrieval from varying viewpoints to accommcdate

varying needs.

RECCMMENrATION: Create a data base composed of diverse

facility in-ormation such as is employed by the BEST system.

This should be interfaced with data bases for perscnnel and

utilities.
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4. PROBLEM: Estimation of labor and material is difficult

and time consuming.
DISCUSSICN: The importance of these estimates is

discussed throughout this study. They form the basis for the

budget requests submitted on projected workloads (Ch. VI, p.

64) ; they are inherent to the BMAR formulation (Ch. IV, p.

L4) which eventually finds its way to Congress; they are

included in the A-76 functional cost estimates (Ch. VII, p.

67) ; they are the costs entered as commitments by the Fiscal

Branch (Ch. VI, p. 62). The need for accurate estimates is

obvious.

Various automated systems exist to address this need.

The FEJE module of the Navy's BEST system (Appendix F, p.

133) is a particularly good one. Any system which would

assist the PSE perscnnel in their laborious search through

EPS books (Ch. III, p. 27) would be of benefit.

RECCMMENtATON: Automate the P&E procedurss in a manner

similar tc the BEST system's FEJE module.

5. PROBLEM: Materials status by job is reliant on diverse

informaticn over long periods of time.
DISCUSSICN: The Supply Branch has a constant manual

tracking problem as it strives to keep current with material

status (Ch. III, pi 32). Material usufally arrives one piece

at a tLime and must be recorded against the proper job. The

status cf ordered material must be kept current so

Scheduling can be notified about problems. Excess material

must be returned or, if retained, kept with inventory

ccntrcis (Ch. III, p. 37). The result of this effort is

constant file manipulation and frequent phone calls.

The M3S system's data base organization should help

expedite some of the information flow between the Supply

Branch and the ease Supply system. If the Supply Branch's

terminal for M3S can be interfaced with an internal system
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of infcrzation storage, much of the data common to one can

be matched to the cther automatically. As M3S provides
notice of material status, the requisite job information in

the Department's files can be updated and would then be

readily accessable tc the Scheduler. As credits are issued
for excess returns, the job cost records could be automati-

cally adjusted (Ch. III, p. 38)
RECOMMENDATION: Interface Department supply records with

Base Supply records in a SABRS/M3S environment.

6. PROBLEM: It is difficult to keep track of approved but

unscheduled projects.
DISCUSSION: At any given time the Scheduler has a backlog

of apprcved projects which are in various stages of

processing. They are unscheduled, usually while awaiting

material or labor availabiLlity. These are currently

accounted for with manual files and a large status board. As

the status changes, they require continual updating (Ch.

III, pp. 30 & 32).
If all data pertaining to projects is in an automated

system as previously discussed, a system such as the WIC
module of the Navy's BEST system would accomplish this
update action. The resulting information would always be
current and easily retrieved in whatever sequence desired.

RECCMMENEATION: Provide a job control schedule inter-

facing capability like the BEST system's WIC mocule.

7. PROBLEM : Scheduling of work requires constant manual
adjustments and coordination.

DISCUSSION: Actual scheduling of work for the various
work centers currently requires a two week process (Ch. III,

p. 33). After all the negotiations and assignments arc made,
the addition of the inevitable "sudden priority" causes
constant turmoil. Adjustments must be made, "filler" jobs of
lower priority must be inserted, uncompleted work must be
accounted for in future scheduling actions.
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Proper scheduling results in the highest priority work

receiving the primary labor effort. In other words, it

promotes effective labor utilization. As discussed in

Chapter V (p. 57), the labor funds constitute a healthy

percentage of available O&M,MC funds. Optimally, the

Facilities maintenance Officer would prefer to expend these

resources on the highest priorities first.

An automated system such as the BEST system's WIC module

would greatly facilitate the efforz to match resources with

requirements. It wuld also help alleviate the time

consuming, and often frantic, efforts to make last minute

adjustments for sudden work inputs. The weekly scheduling

meeting (Ch. III, p. 33) should probably still be held. This

provides an excellent interfacing environment, ensures unre-

solved issues are addressed and provides a unity of effcrt

for all ccncerned. An automated scheduling system wculd cut

the required leadtimes for such a meeting, provide quicker

answers to questions and allow better identificaticn of

adjustment impacts.

RECCMMENEATION: Provide a Decision Support System (DSS)

like the BEST system's WIC module to help generate work

schedules.

8. PROBLEM: SRMP and LRMP planning is static and hard to

interface with current facili-y histories.

DISCUSSICN: These plans (Ch. IV, p. 41) are manually

prepared once a year. Because of their size and content, it

is not practical to update them as as work is accomplished

except to note those projects completed. Each year a new

plan must be created reflecting the uncompleted work of the
old plan and the newly identified work.

The inspection schedules evolving from these plans (Ch.

IV, p. 40) are difficult tc prioritize. The plans should

also assist in identifying pot-ntial contract work: i.e.
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planned work for which labor resources will probably not be

available. A method to identify and evaluate these needs in

an up-to-date changing environment is needed. The SFI module

of the BEST system is an example of such a system.

Regardless of the system employed, it should have access to

the facility history file. This would result in easier iden-

tificaticn of completed, uncompleted and projected workloads

by individual facility and facility type.

RECCMMENDATION: load the plans with access to a facili-

ties data hase and generate plans using a BEST system SFI

type cf prcgram.

9. PROBLEM: Annual EMAR identification is difficult, time

constrained and potentially inaccurate.

DISCUSSICN: The annual preparation of the BMAR report

(Ch. V, p. 44) could easily be accomplished as an end

product of the systems discussed in the above Problems.
Since data on the facility history, work completed, work

planned and work scheduled is all accessable, the required

data for BMAR identificaticn could simply be isolated and

retrieved. The result would be a more accurate BMAR figure

reflecting a truer picture of resource requirements.

As installations become better in their inspection sche-

duling and backlog identification, the BMAR has shown a
tendency to grow. Ccngress has often been told that a 3BAR

growth for a given year is due to refining identification

techniques. This was one of the explanations given for MCB
Camp Pendleton's large increase in 1983. The implicat.ion is
that an even larger BMAR exists but has not been wholly

defined. Until it is, Congressional allocation can not

address the entire picblem. In the mantime, testimony that

certain fund levels are needed to overcome the BMAR is often

followed hy a generous provision of those funds by Congress

(Ch. I, p4 11) only to be in turn followed by another growth
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in the EMAR. The inevitable result is a potential for

erosicn cf Marine Corps credibility before Congress.

RECCMMENrATION: Provide au-.omatic BMAR generation as a

natural result of autcmatic SRMP and LRMP procedures.

10. PROBLEM: Trend information on specific facilities is

hard to identify.

DISCUSSICN: The difficulty in dealing with the diverse

manual files prevents identification of trend problems. when

certain kinds of work are repeated more than standards

warrant, this should prompt exploration of the cause. This

would assist in discovering faulty work--in-house or

contracted--as well as assist in addressing large problems

as a whcle rather than piecemeal. Currently, personal

memory and worker reliability is the key to identifying such

trends (Ch. V, p. 54).
If_ E/S work and inspection results can feed a central

data base of facilities, retrieval of trend information by

individual facility cr facility type would ba relatively

easy. This would enhance planning and fund utilitzaticn.

RECCMMENDATION: Prcvide an anlysis of Facility numbers by

WCC using the file system discussed in Problem #3 above.

B. FISCAL SUPPORT PROBLEMS

1. PROBLEM: Fiscal data maintained within the Department is

not reflective of official accounting system data.

DISCUSSICN: The timeliness of fiscal data feedback has

been discussed throughout this study, especially in Chapter

VI. Efficient utilization of funds necessitates prompt,

accurate information cn fund status. The current shortcom-

ings in this area shculd be resolved when the SADRS system

is operable. The necessity to maintain the current manual

ledgers could then be eliminated (Ch. VI, p. 61).
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RECCMMENEATION: Provide a SABRS type feedback and elizi-

nate the manual ledgers.

2. PROBLEM: Labor and material estimate inaccuracies cause

fiscal adjustment prcblems.

DISCUSSICN: The discussion of Problem No. 4 &n the

"Operatins Support Problems" section above applies here.

Besides the impacts on budgeting and BMAR calculations,

erroneous estimates create a great deal of problems in

fiscal adustments. When obligated funds are insufficient to

meet actual expenses, the FA may be faced with the legal

problems of over-obligating OSM,MC funds. When committed

(reserved) funds are excessive, these funds are unneces-

sarily tied up and unavailable for use until late in the

fscal year--or not at all if the fiscal year ends. Ancther

consideration is the 6% of M-1 (maintenance) funds which can

be used fcr R-i (construction) work (Ch. V, p. 49). This

percentage is carefully controlled. Erroneous estimates

could cause it to be violated.

RECC ENATION: Use a FEJE type system to enhance accu-

racy as described in Problem #4 above.

3. PROBLEM: Adjustments to Fiscal status enter into the

accounting system frcm sources outside the Fiscal Branch.

DISCUSSICN: The Fiscal Branch must deal with information

which originates at several locations within the Faciliies

Maintenance Department and throughout the base. If the

informaticn is untimely or inaccurate, the Fiscal Branch

must track down discrepancies through correspondence and

phone calls (Ch. VI, p. 62)
On-line interface with the Supply system--both internal

and external-would help resolve problems in material cost

informaticn. It would also help recapture excess credits.

On-line interface with the Comptroller and Accounting

Departments would assist in the capture and adjustment of
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utility costs (Ch. V, p. 56), r.imbursables (Ch. VI, p. 63)

and official fund status. On-line monitoring of labor input

would help ccrrect errors and record timely information.

RECOMMENDATION: Provide a SABRS type feedback with

on-line interface to the accounting/supply data base.

4. PROBLEM: Budgeting historical data is dependent on

personal recall and laborious manual file search.

DISCUSSICN: The recall of accurate historical data

directly impacts on the decisions and justifications which

feed the budget request each year (Ch. VI, p. 65). The

current systems for retrieving this data are dependent on

personal recall and potentially error-prone file searches.

The diversity of these files has already been discussed. If
they were automated as outlined in Problem #3 of the
"Opezaticns Suppcrt Problems" section above, the gathering

of historical data would be quick3r and more accurate. By

providing the Fiscal Branch with on-line access to these

files, current fiscal data and adjustments can be easily

entered and later retrieved.
RECOMMENDATION: Provide on-line access to the automated

information system discussed in Problem #1 and #3 of the

Operational Support section above.

C. IMUAGIRIAL SUPPOBT PROBLEMS

1. PROBLEM: The current reporting systems (especially FnMR)

do not provide needed managerial information support.
DISCUSSICN: The problems with untimely information were

discussed in Chapter VIII, (p. 70). That problem can easily
be solved with an on-line terminal capability providing

access to a frequently updated data base. SABRS already
addresses the fiscal side of information needs. An internal

system to produce the operational side--the variances,
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progress reports, usage data, etc.--would provida th;

manager with the quick response needed for prompt corrective

actions. Such a system would need to report long-term trend

information as well as current job information. This long-

term picture allcws the managerial adjustments -to organiza-

tion and procedures that would preclude the short term

problems. It should also have an "ad hoc" i'formation

retrieval capability so information can be examined from

differing viewpoints.

The Facilities maintenance Officer is under pressure to

achieve maximum utilization of available funds. The ultimate

goal is to reduce the BMAR and effectively maintain facili-

ties so the BMAR does not rise again. A practical management

reporting system provides the needed tools to achieve that

goal.

RECCMMENEATION: Provide an on-line access to a data base

containing informaticn using a system such as the BEST

system's WIC module in conjunction with the SABRS-t.ype

fiscal reporting.

2. PROBLEM: "Special" orojects require special information

retrieval.

DISCUSSICN: Certain high priority, command interest

projects are a fact of life (Ch. III, p. 28). Ccmmand prero-

gative will always be excerised as various commanders place

emphasis in differing areas. Certain types of jobs, such as

specific E/S work on a particular building, receive promi-

nance at high levels in the command structure. The psrsonal

attenticn paid tc these jobs is directed to the Facilities

maintenance Officer. That person needs on-line, accurate

access tc jcb information on a case-by-case basis in crder

to answer specific queries.

RECCMMENDATION: Provide managerial access to the files

data tase discussed in Problem #3 of the Operational Support

sect icn.
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3. PROBLEM: A-76 requirements have created unique infoma-

tion gathering and retrieval problems.

DISCUSSICN: The "Commercial Activities" program of OMB

Circul-._ A-76 has placed a severe managerial strain cn the

systems fcr informaticn gathering (Ch. VII). Most of the

historical and trend data discussed in preceeding prcbiem

statements is applicable to the management of this program.

Initiation cf an internal, automated source of information

will curtail the bulk of the wcrk spent rssearching and

compiling data.

If ccmmercial ccntracts are let for the conduct of

facilities maintenance, the need for an information system

will not expire. The information is still needed for subse-

quent reviews; the command structure which hires the

contractor still requires information .o monitor progress

and effectiveness; the fiscal system still needs budget and

cost information. An internal system could easily be

employed ty a commercial contractor for the same purposes as

the Gcvernment counterpart with the same impacts on effi-

ciency and effective fund utilization.

RECCMMENDATION: Initiate the file data base system in

Problem 43 of the Operational Support section.

4. PROBLEM: Perscnnel managemenz requires manual adjustments

of T/C line numbers, personnel files and labor usage data.

DISCUSSICN: An automated source of personnel information

has the same potential managerial benefits as the automated

facilities data. In fact, effective management of personnel

has a direct relation to the final accomplishment of mainte-

nance work (Ch. V, p. 57). Fiscal management, operational

progress management and personnel management tie together in

an inseparable triangle with one supporting the other two.

Effective assignment of local labor talent assists in the

effective accomplishment of work and the effective use of

the substantial labor funds.
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Certain aspects of personnel management are, by their

nature, intensely manual prccesses requiring personal manag-

erial invclvement. Obviously, such things as ccunseling,

labor negotiations, greivance reviews and Equal Employment

Opportunity complaints cannot be automated. However, quick

recall of the personnel files and related statistics can be

of immense help in dealing with these tasks.

RECCMMENDATION: Create a T/O and perscnne! data base to

allow efficient adjustments and reporting. Interface this

with the Fiscal Branch.

5. PROBLEM: Labor reporting is done by various sources on

diverse fcris.

DISCUSSICN: Currently, all labor-hours and wage informa-

tion is accumulated from forms prepared by the work crew

foreman. This level is the appropriate starting pcint for

this data and the need for a some kind of on-site entry

system can not be changed. However, once the timecards are
turned in they are transcribed several times onto Work

Center timesheets and Job Order records (Ch. III, p. 35).

This creates a potential for incompa.. ble entries between
the recording channels. Such inaccuracies cften appear later

in the accounting system when labor hours used do not match

labor hours paid. 7here are methods, such OCR-scannable
forms, which could make the collection of labor hotrs mcre

efficient and less susceptible to error.

An additional problem is that all the timekeepers must

physically relocate to one location, with all their time-

sheets, and enter labor data on the Department's cne input

terminal (Ch. III, p. 36). This ties up personnel and the

terminal until all data has been entered.

RECOMNENrATION: Reporting locations should be equipped

with their cwn on-line terminal with all reported data

feeding the previously described c9ntril system. The use of
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a form with a potential for more direct input (e.g., CCR

scannable) should also be explored.

p'p

D. HIDINE CORPS-WIDE CONCERNS

1. PROBLEM: The facilities maintenance community is not p

working with the accounting and ADP communities to enhance

ADP suppcrt.

DISCUSSICV: During the course of this study, it has

beccme a~parant that the facilities maintenance community

has not done a very good job of making its needs known.

Large porticns cf that community have been discouraged by

the bureaucracy involved in ADP matters. Many have encoun-

tered a lack of understanding of their actual problems. Scme

may be independent and colloquial enough to desire to solve

their own problems. A good many ar simply frustrated (Ch.

VIII, p. 80). The fact apparant is, since the initiaticn of

the FMMR system, few subsequent HQMC initiatives have been

directed toward addressing their needs. Some of the problem

has been the local ignorance on how to voice the needs, scme

has been lack of HQMC appreciation for the severity of the

needs. Recently, this trend has begun to reverse. However,

with a pctentially powerful management iir such as SAERS

close to implementation, the facilities maintenance ccmmu-

nity still has provided scant input on its needs from that

system (Ch. VIII, p. 77). They could agdin find themselves

accepting what the accounting community has decided tc

provide simply because the accounting community knows they

need scmething but the facilities community has not told

them exactly Thlg.en

RECOMENlATION: That dialogue be opened at HQMC

Department levels, needs and guidelines be established, and
appropriate, synchronized guidance be issued down respective

command channels.
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2. PROELEM: Stations are automating in a random, uncocrdi-

nated manner.

DISCUSSICN: while they are not working well with some of

the outside agencies which could help them, local Facilities

Maintenance Departments continue to try and automate. The

sheer complexity of their work and the pressures tc produce

push any prudent manager to reach for any tool available,

including RDP support (Ch. VIII, p. 79). It would seem

obvious that this inevitable result should occur after a

unified, well-planned implementation effort. Instead the

facilities maintenance activities are automating piecemeal

within the restricticns of regulations and funding ccnst-

raints (Ch. VIII, p. 80). The resalting systems are in

danger of being a patchwork of tools addressed to specific

urgent needs rather than smooth, all-encompassing systems

meeting all the user needs. Such "patchwork" systems are

susceptible to increased maintenance problems and often fail

to realize the full Ectential of ADP support.

HQMC is beginning to study the needs of the local activ-

ities. The BEST system is under serious review. Methods for

general ADP support are being .xamined. Unfortunatly, very

little input from the activities themselves has been

requested. Such an approach carries the danger of system

implementation which does not address local needs. The
paradcx is that the local activities are automating toward a

future with diverse, non-standard, incompatible systems

intensly oriented toward local needs. HQMC is tending tcward

a rigidly standard system addressing needs as percieved at
the HQMC level and possibly not as responsive tc unique
local requirements. The optimum for future ADP support lies

somewhere in the middle.

If a standard system is established for implementation,

the phase-in procedures, local maintenance and training

support, and general trouble shooting structures must be

established by HQMC as part of a central effort.
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RECCMEMNETION: Provide Headquarters Marine Corps-level

guidance and issistarce with an open exchange of evaluation

and discussion up and down the chains of command.

3. PROBLEM: Large scale systems do not provide optimum

support to unique internal FA needs.

DISCUSSICN: If PA-unique information in placed on a large

central system, the PA's are required to compete with large

numbers cf users fcr computer time. The big mainframe

centers lend themselves toward efficient processing cf large

requirements and general support computations. To require

such a system to maintain and process data which is of

specific interest to only one user, does not seem to be an
economic use of such expensive resources. The frequent

result is that the unique one-user requirements take a lower

priority than the general interest "big picture" information

needs.

Information unique to the FA--for instance, EPS labor

statistics--should be located on the FA's own internal

system (Ch. VIII, p. 81). At many installations this may

mean a lini-computer located in the Facilities Maintenance

Department. Some small activities may get by with a micro-

computer. Maintenance and support of these assets can be

accomplished through Department budgeted maintenance

contracts cr under the auspices of RASC maintenance efforts.

Control over the operation and use of such an internal

system should be vested in the Facilities Maintenance

Officer.

RECCHMENrATION: The systems discussed in this Chapter

should be iiplemented on local, internal mini- or micro-
49 computer systems.

4. PROBLEM: SABRS and M3S require specific data input in
order to provide useful output.
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DISCUSSICN: The large, Marine Corps-wide systems such as

SABRS provide excellent information to high levels of

command. They also provide good feedback dcwn to the FA.

However, they do not assist the FA in the internal processes

needed tc gather the information to feed these systems (Ch.

I, p. 11 and Appendix A, p. 105).

An internal system as previously discussed will help

gather data accurately and efficiently. Since much of it is

precisely the same information needed by SABRS/M3S, i- seems

logical to provide an interface between the internal and

external systems. The large system can then process this

data for system-wide use. Such an interface should reside in

the Fiscal and Supply Branches or be an inherent part cf an

internal mini-computer. It is not inconceivable to have such

a mini-ccmputer act as a "front-end" for the loading of the

larger system, as many commercially available machines are

capable of doing.

RECOMMENDATON: Ensure that local systems can interface

with SABFS/M!3S.

5. PROBLEM: Stations are diverse in size and organization.
DISCUSSION: The diversity in size and mission does not

preclude a standard ADP system for facilities maintenance

efforts. The processes and _equirements change little from

activity to activity regardless of size and mission.
However, some flexibility is required to allow adjustment of

the physical system to accommodate different plants. Urique
local :e.guire ments--air vs. ground, supply base vs.

training command-requize some differing applicaticns. The

systems discussed thus far should be easily adaptable

without major impact cn design.

RECCMMNATION: System support configuration should be
flexible sc it can be adopted to local requirements.
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X. CONCLUSION

It appears to be only a matter of time before local FAIs

automate their efforts. Such an endeavor is inevitable as

needs grow and users become smarter on what is possible. The

concern is that this effort will be uncoordinated or forced

into a less than optimal centralized support system. What

seems to be happening is a classical "end user rebellion" as

described by James Martin and many other noted authors. The

centralized management of computer resources was initiated

when computers equated to large scale funding and a high

degree of expertise exercised by few people. End users have

since been increasingly exposed to computer potentials and

are smarter in employing them. As their demands for enhanced

service have flooded in, the central structure has been

increasingly unable to keep pace. The impact of Federal

regulations has added to the end user perception of non-

support for his/her needs. Meanwhile, prices of mini- and

micro-computers have dropped while providing excellent

computational power. Consequently, users are finding ways

to satisfy their needs without going to the central sources.

[Ref. 32] As Cash, Mcoarlan and cKenney state:

Lgitimate demand for information services support by
users continues tc vastly exceed available supply.
Supplies cf cost-justified applications wa.ting tobe
imp emented and exceeding available staff resources bythree or more years tend to be the norm ra-&er than the
excepticn. This has created widespread user frustration.
Further, perceived unsatisfactory support and unhappy
interpersonal contacts with the central information
services organization continue to persist. This hasreased users' natural desire to gain control over
this aspect of their work. The new technologies increas-
ingly .ermit users to gain this control. In addition,
users' confidence ii their ability to run a complter ...
is not only growing but is likely to continue to
grow.... [Ref. 33 : p. 72].
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This "class ic rebellion" brings with it a classic

danger: if fifteen different stations find fifteen different

ways to automate their functions, standardization and ir.te-

graticn pctential will be lost. It is not inconceivable

that, at a future date, an integrated system of Facilities

Maintenance Departments who can "talk" to each other--and to

HQC--ill be desirable and feasible. The myriad of systems

will make this very difficult.

Providing internal, FA-unique support s easily accom-

plished using currently available hardware. Scftware is also

largely available. Tke minor aspects of software support not
available are well within the current technological capa-

bility fcr develcpment. Some, such as the BEST system's SFI

module, are even now being devised. Following are two sample

systems which could easily be irplamented. The intent is not

to provide a definitive system for implementation. Rather,

these system examples are meant to demonstrate the technical

feasibility Cf implementing a system such as discussed in

this study.

A. SISTER NUMBER 1

This system (Figure 10.1) is based on a mini-computer

acting as a front-end processor for a data base. The data

bass contains facility files, wcrk information and perscnnel

data. The mini-computer accesses this data base with a DBMS.

It updates the data and retrieves it in necessary formats.

rchival data and overflow storage is maintained on a stan-

dard ccmuercial disk pack.

Also residing on the mini-computer is the BEST system.

This prcvides the DSS capability to support managerial

requirements as well as the computational resources for

statistical analysis and estimation work.
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The various operational entities have terminals. They

feed all data to the mini-computer as it is generated and

retrieve the packages and information unique to their use.

The BR rivision's terminal proviles remote output tc E/S

work centers. A printing capability is provided convienient

to thcse users who need hardcopy formats.

The fiscal and Supply terminals are drawing necessary

data fron the mini-ccmputer. They are feeding the SABRS/13S

data into that system. They are also drawing curren-. data

from SAEES/M3S and using it to update the internal data

base. This interfacing capability probably represents the

most difficult aspect of the system example, but is well

within the capability of current technology to resolve.

B. SYSTEM NUMBER 2

This system (Figure 10. 2) is oriented around an office

automation capability. The internal file manager draws on

facility and personnel data stored in secondary disk packs.

It formats this data into necessary reports reflecting

needed inforuticn. PE and Scheduling have miro-computers

acting as "smart terminals". In this system the computa-

tional scftware to assist in estimations and scheduling is

available cm "flcppy disks". After their work is done, the

terminal off-loads the results to update the data in the

central storage.
Supply and Fiscal terminals have the same role as in

System # 1: they draw central data, use it to update

SABRS/M3S data, and feed current information back the cther

way. Utilities has a erminal essentially tied into a sepa-

rate base monitoring system. It provides up-to-date utility

data to the central storage.
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The other terminals are used to access the central data,

study and edit it as necessary, and return information/

revisions back. The H&E Division terminal still remotes to

the I/S wcrk canters and a printing capability is -atill

needed.

C. SUHSIBY

Again, these are not meant to be definitive systems.

This study has endeavcred to identify a need and to explcre

the nature of that need. The feasibility of soluticn to

address that need has been shown. Detailed study with a goal

of final design is the next logical step.

Streamlined procedures and enhanced managerial ccntrol

will result in effective productivity and efficient utiliza-

tion of funds. Automation in the form of ADP support appears

to address genuine needs among Marine Corps Fund

Administrators.
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AIPENDU A
STANCARD ACCOUNTING, EUDGETING AND REPORTING SYSTEM (SABRS)

This appendix is provided as a very basic overview of

the SAERS system. It is drawn from the SABRS Detailed

Design document [Ref. 34]. A more in-depth description can

be attained by studying that document.

SABBS is a Marine Corps-wide system designed to inte-

grate accounting, budgeting and financial management. Its

scope ranges from the individual Fund Administrator (FA) up

to the Headquarters Marine Corps level. When implemented it

will be a far-reaching system which provides managerial

financial informatior at all levels. It will also collect

the budget and accounting information from all levels, assi-

milate it into needed reports, provide managerial and fidu-

ciary control and feed necessary information for budgeting

and accounting at the Plans, Programs and Budget System

(PPBS) lsvel.

SABRS will replace many of the current automated systems

such as PRIME and FAGFARS. It will interface with most

internal Marine Corps systems such as M3S and JUMPS as well

as many external ones such as the Integrated Disbursing and

Accounting (IDA) system and the Navy Register/System

Centralized Expenditure Reimbursement System (CERPS). It

will, in fact, share a data base with M3S so material tran-

sactions will automatically generate their required fiscal

transacticns. The system will employ the computer support at

the large Regional Automated Service Centers (RASC's). These4p
will do the processing. Data will be transmitted horizon-

tally and vertically using the Marins Corps Data Network

(MCDN).
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SABRS aims to reduce manual memorandum records. It will

provide the PA with an on-line unofficial balance of funds

that is maintained current with the most recent transac-

tions. This data will be provided through 16-second response

via a cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal. A batch update once

every 24 hours will post the official fund balance and

generate system-wide updates to the data base.

SABES will generate reports including fund status, trial

balance, ccst information and labor distribution. It will

also provide a capability for "ad hoc" reports through the

CET. Its purview includes virtually every aspect of fiscal

requirements: command and legal responsibility; all ccst

accounting; audit trails; asset accounting; budgeting; funds

management; etc.

The FA will provide the basic level of input through a

CET located with the PA's fiscal branch. Managerial infcrma-

tion to that level can be retrieved in many standard formats

as well as through "ad hoc" inquiry. At each level of fiscal
accountability above the FA, similar capabilities exist. As

the hierarchy narrows, lower level data is accumulated and

summarized into the form needed. The basic structure is

shown in Figure A.1.

It should be noted that SABES input begins at the FA

level and managerial information can be retrieved to that

level. SABBS will provide the FA manager with much cf his

aggregate fiscal data. SABRS does not assist the FA in gath-

sring the data from the work center level which must be

inputted to the system. It also does not provide an FA with

the interral managerial contrcl and evaluation needed to

manage these Work Centers.
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Figure A.1 SAB-RS Hierarchy
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T ABLE II

SAES Facilities maintenance Data Elements

PRINT CF MAST ER FACILTI ES
00200 CONTAINS,

00300 DID-TIME-GROUP
001400 STANDABD-DATAI
00500 FACIL-REC
00600 DESCRIETORS
C0700 DID AC~TY-DATE TIME-SAP
C0800 JON APIN OPBU -N O,'

*00900 W0RKO-C6PCDE
01000 AOCIB-6DE

*01100 WORK-GENRTE-Cr5 DE
01200 SUB-DESCRIPTORS
01300 SA IS JOE BYTES 1 TO 5,
01400 SB IS JCN BYTES 6 TO 6,

01500 SC IS JCN BYTES 7 TO 8
C16CO SD IS JON BYTES 12 To 13
01700 SUPER- CESCRIPTORS
C18CO TA IS AFPN BYTES 1 To 6 WITH
01900 SUB-HD EYTES 1 TO 4
02000 TA IS OEBUD-NO BYTEH 1 TO 6 WITH
02100 OPBUD-SVFF BYTES 1 TO 1
02200 FIELD-NAMES
02300 AA IS DID-TIME-GROUP,
02400 AB IS LID
025rC0 AC IS ACTf!-DATE
02600 AD IS 'IME-ST A1'1
027CC BA 1S STANDARD-DITA,
02800 BB IS JCN
029C0 BC IS Arpfi,i
03000 BD IS SUB-HD
C.3100 BE IS CIPBUD-ko
03200 BF IS OEBUD-S UF,

** 03300 CA IS FACIL-REC
03400 CB IS ACTION-CO6E,

* 03500 CC IS FISCAL-YEAR,
03550 DJ IS LCNTH-END

**03600 CD IS iCRK-CTB-4!0DE
**03700 CE IS WORK-GENRTE-C6D.E,
**03710 DK IS EXP-ELE M,
**03720 DL IS CAT-CODE,
**03730 DM IS C AT- Of- WORK,
*03800 CF IS EST-CODE
03900 CG IS EDIT-CODh

**04000 CH IS EEV-YR-J6N,
**041CO CI IS EST-MANHRS
**014200 CJ IS EST-LABOR-&OST,
**C4300 CK IS EST-MATL-COST,I
**CL4400 CL IS ACTU AL- MANHRS,
**045C0 CM1 IS ACTUAL- LABOR-COST,
**014600 CN IS ACTUAL-MATL-COST,
**C470C CO IS EROJ-HANHRS
*04800 CP IS EROJ-LA BOR-6OST,
*04900 CQ IS EROJ-MATL-COSTARSi*105000 CR IS FREV-MONTH-MANIS
*05100 CS IS FREV-MONTH-LABOR,
*05200 CT IS PREV-MONTH-MATL,
*05300 CU IS CIV-HRS05400 CV IS CIV-LAB6Ri05450 DN IS NIL-COM F-60DE,
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TABLE Il (continued)

**05500 CV IS PIL-HRS
**05600 CX is AMT-BIL LED,
**C5800 CZ zis EFS.

05900 DB IS 0TR-ID,
060CC DC IS HE- NO
06100 D D IS V ATE-AdTY,

**063C0 DF IS CTIL-CODE
**064C0 DG IS INDUST-PL NT-EQUIP,

06500 DH IS CAPTL-RECOV-FACTOR,
**C6600 DI IS PISC-YE AP-IIANHRS
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APPENDIX B

"GENERIC" FACILITIES MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION

Fact 11%1011Mae teac

offf I ON

of f Icr riAnrrvitane

Facilities

peaiintiia

Figure B.2 Facilities'Maintenance Department.

de-
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Figure B.3 AdministrativeDiion

4 ~ wvm CSto Ice Unitufe n

Figure B. Openisratis Division.

Figure B.4 Utilities Division.
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Work Center

SuE 1dtnf Trodes feeilMgt~ncl. StructureI61tTraedes fWilt Trae n it Grounds Servico,

or Center Electric Center Plumbng Center Growmd A Labor
Pool

Furnitu~re lire Pipe CetrConstructionpuir Center CounIcton a EquipWen
Rape r Center, Operators

Paint Center Refrigeration & Sheotmotal .Custodial

Ir-Comd. Center center Services

masonry Carnter fachine Center Refuse
Collection 4

Welding Center Pest Control

Construct ion
flpsI r Center

Motel VehileI

Subool

Figure B.6 Maintenance and Repair Division
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LIST OF HIBINE CORPS SHORE ACTIVITIES

ACtyjy miss .9AAd Chain of Command Malo inor

ITRINI NG
Mar__nj Cc2,c j Bases, jastern Area

MCAS Cherry Point, North Carolina X

MCAS Beaufort, Scuth Carolina X

MCAS(B) New River, North Carolina X

(actually served by Camp Lejeuna)

Marine Cczps Air Bases. Western Ara

MCAS El Toro, California X
MCAS Yuma, Arizona X

MCAS(E) Tustin, California X

AU-S C_.gj Bases

MCB Camp Lejeune, North Carolina X
MCB Camp Pendletcn, California X

MCAGCC Twentynine Palms, California X

Xle __ar._ Eor e_ A_tlantic, Command

Camp Elmore, Virginia X

Coaa Cors as, Pacific

MCAS(B) Futenma, Okinawa, Japan X

(actually served by Camp Butler)

MCAS Kaneohe Bay, Oahu, Hawaii X
MCAS Iwakuni, Japan X
Camp Smedley D. Eutler, Okinawa, Japan X

Camp H.M. Smith, Oahu, Hawaii X
Regur Ind ze. Trinin

MCDEC Quantico, Virginia x
MCED Parris Island, South Carolina X

MCRD San Diego, California X
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-&ctlt~jX Ijl~ la Cghain ol Commaad NIafl2r

Cgj-ELI12 .0.l jJID fljkINNH
MCLSELAIRT Albany, Georgia x

MCLSEFAC Barstow, Califcrmia x

AIRMII.STION

ME 8th and I Streets, Washington, D.C. x

HG Bn, HQMC, Henderson Hall, Arlington, x

Virginia
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE FACILITIES MAINTENANCE FORMS

WORK REQUEST (PAINTENAN(E M(ANAGEMENT) tPW f pg -
AM 9.11314 -a st1. SIN11 lk11@21I ~ NA VFAC NO No I

PART I-REQUIST (Filled ou~t by RoquetOmi

* 4. DAME Of UOUW

IN USI me S& llOWM won START

EJCOSTISUMAIR QPENIMAN000"OfW~
4, S.IO 1101111 8EEOit"TON CALL P. 154104J11M ADAGES

PART It-COST ESTIMATE
(riled oiA by~ Moin~ofte Cc41ttcJ 0,v-smi if etmbct requmted)

II. 10. I. ISIVAAW No.

13. COSTtISTWNAll 14 1pTCl4, PLAN £AfD

Qwrs 0JHo

a.Labor

g. O%.whead 0 DlttOSID. ISIO Of PRESENT WOMIOAS. 1, AD CANE It-

. Jr4mipment
AUTIITO121 ST 2 SlE Of me______no"_____

_____________" A IlE AVAIM&SI.

o. ConlingEnqy 11 0 DSSADMIKWIO I. R..w- A.k)

PART Ill-ACTION (hled c.lby R~'ouetorl

It. AUtSOIM1CSE 1 tOCII 1(10 AhlACO qC&.~h pof Whe fhd S.IW fund% o'v ma. otd) 20. WORX RMASI(0
[3 AS5C HAS AFIN 0Wilt PC PWOFID

QAVCIDT A' 140 ~ s Dco,.cm CA(911150LP 0ST oftts

St. NoNpfAj 22m DAIS

Figure D.1 NAVFAC 9-11014/20 . *
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EMEGINCY/SERVICE WORK AUTHORIZATION

NAVPAC 11014/21 (Rov. 6.75)

W~O No.
CHARGE NO. CA"O NO.

1 1 21 1&2 3

LCC cC DATE RICO D V W C 51 SiR Hs

ON 717 13 1251612 781913 3133314 536371
IN C /' C STD MRS WC/CSTMR

3,43,~o 4,,, 2 43 144 54 46 4 49
DESCRIPTION OF WORKWOKLCTN

ORIGINATOR-PHNE

NATURE OF WORK

SHOP COMMENTS

CRAFTSMAN

DAE TATE OATE COMPLETED WICN C MRS USED0

21..,. 1 11
.20J.122213 241253-6 271 2 29 313 32 33 34!35136 371381391

W C / C HAS USED W C IC MRS51USE0

,18 159166 61 83 63164165 66, 67 168169170 1

Figure D.5 E/S Ticket
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APPENDIX E

FACILITIES MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (FMMR)

The FMME is a subsystem of the PRIME system discussed in

Chapter VI. Its purpose is to provide the Facilities

maintenance Officer with an analysis of perfemance criteria

in a meaningful format. This should permit correction of

deficiencies and thus lead to an efficient management of
funds and resources. The FMMR automatically produces four

reports by drawing on PRIME system data. These are used to

manually prepare two cther reports.

A. FHBM BEPORT NO. 1: ESTIMATE AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Figure E.1 shows a sample of Report No. 1. As described

on page C-12 of MCO P11000.7 (Ref. 7], the purpose of this

report is:

To summarize monthly com parative data of. estimated and
actual hcurs, labcr, material and equipment and tcidentfy the degree of EPS utilization by wo: centers
for the icnth covered.

The scurces for this report are the data on "closed

specific job orders, labor distribution cards, material

issue vouchers and ccnstruction equipment and motor vehicle

utilizaticn records". (Ref. 7] This data is summarized

monthly fcr all closed specific JO's up to the day of repcrt

gene raticr.

The repcrt prcvides this summary data for each work

center within the Facilities Maintenance Department. The

"material cost" column compares estimated costs to actual
costs and shows a resulting percent ratio. The "labor cost"
column has the total actual costs expended by that wcrk
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center on closed specific JO's. The "EPS" and "non-EPS"

columns show the number of estimated hours for these JO's

using either EPS estimates or some other estimating methods.

The "1/L ratio" column shows the ratio of material tc labcr.

The "1% EPS utilizaticn" column is the result of a ccntorted

computation:

The ent;ies are derived by dividing the number cf hours
EPS-estimated by the prouct obtained as follows: add
the nuzber of ours EPS-estimated with the number of
hours non-EPS-estimated and multiply the sum by 60
pe:cent and the result 6y 100. The 60 percent factor
represents the average 80 percent of tota work acccm-pl~shed fr which IPS's are available and 75 percent of

- the specific jcbs estimated [Ref. 7 : p. C-12].

The last column. "project to date" shows the accumulated

actual material and labor costs for the fiscal year and the

total material to labor ratio.

B. FPER IEORT NO. 2: LABOR ANALYSIS

Figure E.2 shows a sample of this report. Its purpose

is:

To summarize separately hours expended on productive
work accomplished hy each work center in the 30, 40, 50,
60, and 7D less CC 77) cods series and to summarize
that dat.a collectively for all work centers. The hcur
data by work generatcr codes provides a means of evalu-
ating the level work control for the month covered
[Ref. 7 : p. C-16].

Work center codes 30 through 70 refer to the MSR

Division's various trade units. The labor generated by these

units is identified with the work generator code (labor

class code) to show what types of effort that labor was

applied to: emergency work, standing Jo's, supervision,

administrative/clerical, etc. The report compares labor for

actual production (i.e. labor spent actually repairing and

maintaining) to labor spent in overhead tasks such as super-

vision and clerical work.
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The report has a column showing monthly manhour tctals

for productive and cverhead level and the relative percen-

tages of each of these same figures totaled for the fiscal

year to date.

C. PUR BEPORT NO. 3: CO5PLETID SPECIFIC JOB ORDERS

Repcrt No. 3 (Figure E.3) is frequently referred to as

the "Variance Report". It was discussed in Chapter III as

Sthe vehicle which prcmpts the local variance reports to be

prepared on variances plus or minus 10%. This prompts the

meeting cf the variance Review Committee. The purpose of the

report is:

To provide summary estimated and actual data fcr each
clcsed specific jcb order to detact the adequacy or
accuracy of EPS'S, and to review the performance o the
planners/estimators and the work centers involved in
est mating and acccmplishing the job. Variations in
estimated versus actual labor costs may indicate a need
to adjust wae rates applied by the planner/estimatcrs
[Ref. 7 p. C-18].

The report identifies the data by Job Orders grcuped

together by Work Center. It shows estimated and actual

manhours, labor costs arnd material costs and the percentages

of actual to estimated for each. It then totals the ccst for

labor and material. These costs apply after the JO has been

closed, all invoices have been paid and the PRIME system

closecut actions have been taken.

D. PUKR DEPORT NO. 4: STANDING JOB ORDER STATUS

This refort (Figure E.4) provides variances on labor and

material for all standing JO's. Its purpose is:

To determine the status of standing job orders with
respect tc hours and cost expended in relation to the
estimated or ccntrcl levels for the fiscal year. The
repcrt prcvides reccrd data to:
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a. Ccntrcl expenditures for all standing job orders, bcth
estimated and unestimated

b. Evaluate the performance of lanners/estimators and
productive personnel related to wore authorized by standing
lob crders.c. Plan budgetary re uirements for recurrent work, the
scope and frquency c wn.ch cannot be determined.
d. Determine material/labor ratios for justifying budgets

and programaing work [Ref. 7 : p. c-20].

The report lists JO's by Work Center. It shcws the

actual labor and material costs, the manhours, and the

material to labor ratio for the reporting period. This data

is summarized in a "fiscal-year-to-date" column listing

estimated ccsts and actual costs for labor and material with
an actual to estimated percentage _atio. It also summarizes

the estimated and actual material to labor ratios.

E. PFHH SREPORT NO. 5: WORK STATUS

This repert (Figure E. 5) is often referred to as the

"backlog report". Its purpose is:

To evaluate personnel and work data in ralation to the
volume of work planned and accomplished and to gage
balanced work forces for projected workioads of quar-
terly %crk programs (Refi 7 : p. C-24) 1.

In essence, this report reflects how well the Department

is following the "Primary Maintenance Policy" discussed in

Chapter IV. The SRMP has identified what projects should be

accomplished. This should allow projection of required work

force sizes. The report then portrays the unplanned work

which has affected performance of the SRMP.

Report No. 5 is prepared manually. As sources of daa it

uses perscnnel records, the quarterly work schedule, Reports

No. 1 and 4, inspection reports, and master schedules. Part

one of the report records the number of personnel assign-

ments for standing JC's (overhead and productive), unsche-

duled work and scheduled specific J0's. This is compared to
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the total personnel available. It then records work avai-

lable for specific JO's with material, without material,

without completed PSE work, and total for all categories.

This part is prepared monthly.

Part two is accomplished quarterly. It records the total

number of minor and specific jobs in the quarterly work

program at the beginning of the period and at the end. It

also reccrds the total number of these types of jobs

together with others that were completed but not in the

quarterly wcrk program. This attempts to provide an indica-

tion of progress made to reduce the number of jobs or. the

SRMP.

F. F11R REPORT NO. 6: EFFECTIVENESS RATING

Report No. 6 (Figure E.6) is also manually prepared once

a month. Its purpose is:

To standardize a method of developing a numerical rating
for tIke primary elements applicable to facilities
maintenance management. A judicious evaluation of data
compiled from the reports will enable local management
to appraise acccmp ish ments of overall facilities
maintenance operations and improve their effective-
ness.... [Ref. 7 : p. C-28).

This report is tc be submitted to HQMC. It is thus an

effectiveness indicator at both the local level and at

Headquarters. Each 'element of figure E.6 has an equation

using certain data to arrive at a point value for that

element. These are totaled to provide scores in each of the
four categories: Work Generation Control; Work Control; Hour

Control; and Planning Control. Figure E.6 shows the optimum

scores for these categories and the desired percentages to

attain. This is reflective of the "Primary Maintenance

Policy" to generate work from the SRMP and LRMP rather than

E/S and unscheduled work. It also reports other desirable

management indicators such as EPS use and variance control.
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BASE ENGINEERING SUPPORT, TECHNICAL (BEST) SYSTEM

The EESI system is a facilities maintenance management

system under development by the Navy. It is intended to

consolidate fiscal, supply and facilities maintenance data

collection in a way that ensures interfacing ir. all three

areas. The system is being developed by NAVFACENGCOM for use

on Wang or Wang-compatible hardware. It is designed to use a

uini-ccmputer with remote (intra-Depa-tmen-) terminals.

Emphasis has been on user-friendly, menu-driven interacticn.

BEST has three independent subsystems which are each

designed for their cwn suite of equipment [Ref. 35]. The

subsystems comprise seven modules:

I. Maintenance/Utilities Subsystem

A. Facilities maintenance System composed of:
1. Facilities Engineering Job Estimating (FEJE)

'1cdule

2. Work Input Control (WIC) Module

3. Emergency/Service (E/S) Module

4. Shore Facilities Inspection (SF1) .odule

E. Utilities Module

II. Fauily Housing Subsystem

III. Transportaticn Subsystem

The Transportaticn Subsystem will assist in managing th.

installation's motor transport vehicle pool. In the Navy,

th.his is cne of the Public Works Officer's functions. The

Housing Subsystem is designed to help the Housing Officer
control assignments and terminations. At marine Corps

installaticns the motcr transport tasks are managed by the

Base Motor Transport repartment. The housing tasks (except

maintenance) are usually handled by a separate Housing
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Office. These crganizations are FA's normally outsiie the

Facilities Maintenance Department. Therefore, while thes _

two subsystems may help those FA's, they are not wholly

applicable to the Facilities Maintenance Department as

defined in this study.

The modules of the Maint enance/Utilities Subsystem

address most of the direct concerns of the Department. A

brief description follows.

A. THE PIJE MODULE

This module uses EPS standards to estimate labor; has

the capacity to provide material estimates and non-EPS r.sti-

mates; will provide hardcopy printouts of forms and records;

and will assist in phasing and scheduling of jobs. It is

composed of three main sections:

1. E_ _ Job Direc to

This is a listing of all cu-rently active or

completed jobs. From this directory the user can enter and

print a Jcb Authorization Form, add/delete jobs, display and

modify jcbs, print the Directory or proceed to ether

secticns.

2. Jcb Setup

This section is used for detailed estimation. It

perfcrms job phasing and work center tasking. The user can

interact with the Craft Handbook section after each entry,

access the time standards and create, modify or delete esti-

mates. As this is done, the system updates labor hour tc-als

and ccsts for each wcrk center. It also prepares estimates

for "overhead" labor costs such as travel time or supervi-

sion. material estimating can be added. When the user is
finished, a hardcopy printout can be provided.
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3. =.ft Hndbocks

This section has all 13 Craft Han3books for EPS

estimating. The user selects the one desired from a list,

views a table of ccntents, chooses a task area and is
presented the proper spreadsheet. This provides the esti-

mates needed for the Job Setup section. It has the capa-

bility tc store local estimates if they differ from the DOD

standards and to store non-EPS estimates. [Ref. 36]

B. THE VIC MODULE

This module can add, delete and retrieve history and

status information cn jobs in the Department. It will

display a current jobs list by facility number or specific

jobs with their requisite information. It will perform the

same functions for ccntracts. It then permits modificaticns

to the records recalled.

The main module includes a standard reports module

allowing display and printing of reports such as annual

inspection summaries, backlogs (by work center or customer),

variances and lists c-" job types (i.e. maintenance, repair,

minor ccrstruction, etc.). The WIC also has modules which

provide information cn manpower availability and resource

utilization. It can provide historical data on completed

jobs and contracts, shop load planning information and

projected contract load plans. [Ref. 37]

C. THE I/S MODULE

The E/S module helps to manage the E/S input and work

load. It provides active and historical Work Center

Directories. These keep track of old E/S tickets and allow

entry of new ones. A report generator permits summarization

and examination of the data on the files in varying formats
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including the status cf a given job. k selection of standard

reports is also included. [Ref. 38]

D. THE SPI MODULE

This module is currently in an early development stage.

As conceived, it will provide a means to implement cont-

rolled inspection of facilities and recurring maintenance of

plant equipment. The user will load a complete inventory of

equipment and facilities with their associated inspection

frequency. The module will then generate a schedule for

inspection of these items. The FEJE module would be used to

provide labor estimates for this work. Then the SFI mcdule

provides the associated workload figures. From this the
manager can compare the available labor for this workload

and make decisicns cn which parts to contract out. The

module will provide schedules for one year in either one

month cr four week increments based on the shop plans. It

has the pctential for modification to allow the inclusion of

almost any recurring work. (Ref. 39]

E. TEE UTIlITIES MODULE

This module is also in early stages of development. When

completed, it will be able to generate the DOD energy

reports using the base's utility consumption information.

The module will maintain customer records for the various

base tenants showing their energy consumption by facility

and in total. The module will track all energy purchases and

consumpticn as well as base-generated anergy.
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IN

~APPENDIX _9

ALPHABETIC GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

ADP Automated Data Processing (Ch. I, p. 13)

BEAM Base Engineer Automated ManagementA

System (Ch. VIII, p. 78)

BEST Base Engineering Support,

Technical (Appen. F, p. 132)

BON Bill of Materials (Ch. III, p. 27)

EMAR Backlog of Maintenance and Repair (Ch. IV, p. 44)

CAC Cost Account Code (Ch. III, p. 29)

CERPS Navy Register/System Centralized Expenditure

Reimbursement System (Appen. A, p. 105)

CRT Cathode Ray Tube (Appen. A, p. 106)

DBMS Data Base Management System (Ch. VIII, p. 31)

EB Element of Expense (Ch. III, p. 29)

EPS Engineering Performance Standarzs (Ch. III, p. 27)

E/S Emergency/Service (Ch. V, p. 52)

PA Fund Administrator (Ch. I, p. 11)

FCC Functional Category Code (Ch. III, p. 29)

FEJE Facilities Engineering Job

Estimating (Appen. F, p. 133)

FMMR Facilities Maintenance Management Reporting

System (Ch. VIII, p. 70; Appen. E, p. 121)

HQMC Headquarters Marine Corps (Ch. IV, p. 44)

IDA Integrated Disbursing and

Acccunting System (Appen. A, p. 105)

JO(N) Jcb Order (Number) (Ch. III, p. 29)

JUMPS Jcint Unifcrn Military Pay System (Ch. I, p. 12)

LRMP Long Range Maintenance Plan (Ch. IV, p. 41)

M3S Marine Corps Standard Supply System (Ch. I, p. 12)

MAGF&RS Marine Air/Ground Financial Accounting
and Repcrting System (Appen. A, p. 105)
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M&R Maintenance and Repair Division (Ch. III, p. 34)

MJON Master Job Crder Number Report (Ch. III, p. 36)

MCDN Marine Corps Data Network (Appen. A, p. 105)

NAVFACEC Navy Facilities Engineering

Command (Ch. III, p. 27)

O&,EMC Operations and Maintenance, Marine

Corps (Ch. I, p. 11)
CMB Office of Management and Budget (Ch. VII, p. 66)

P&E Planning and Estimating Unit (Ch. III, p. 26)

P&P Plans and Programs Unit (Ch. III, p. 26)

PECI Productivity Enhancement Capital

Investment (Ch. VIII, p. 78)

POL Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants (Ch. VI, p. 65)

PPBS Planning, Programming and Budgeting

System (Ch. VI, p. 64)

PRIME Priority management Efforts System (Ch. V!, p. 58)

RASC Regional Automated Services

Center (Appen. A, p. 105)
RDD Required Delivery Date (Ch. III, p. 32)

RMS Resources Management System (Ch. VI, p. 58)

SABRS Standard Accounting, Budge.ing and Reporting

System (Ch. I, p. 12; Appen. A, p. 105)

SASSY Supported Activities Supply System (Ch. I, p. 12)

SECDEF Secretary of Defense (Ch. VI, p. 58)

SFI Shcre Facility Inspection (Appen. F, p. 135)

SRP Shcrt Range Maintenance Plan (Ch. IV, p. 41)

T/O Table of Organization (Ch. V, p. 57)

WCC Work Center Code (Ch. III, p. 30)

WIC Work Input Ccntrol (Appen. F, p. 134)
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